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VOL.8

SMILE

A

YEAR

CATRON

RESERVE,

COUNTY.

MEXICO, JUN

NEW

Baseball
season
opened Sunday

17,

AND THE

WORLD SMILES

WITH YOU

NO NEED OF WEEPING
NO. 9

1922,

fence $60. oo
ilso that while the rest of th
Eugenio Alderete Lowered on
world is as hot as "blue blazes
personal, propr. $60.00 and real
at this time of the year, Catro
estate. $120.00
boasts the fact that one
County
vs
Reserve
Engineers
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Gaunt have
JocohoJiron raised on house
still needs a wrap to be absolute
The first game of the season
returned to Reserve having bee
and wagon $160.00
ly. comfortable.
was played last Sunday afternoon in El Paso for the
The Board of County Com- - re alestate $320.00
past two
Ismael Serna raised on irr.land
between
the Engineers of the months
The Wild Rose Club, which
and half where Mr,
Wyche raised on 2 $308.oo
missioners met this fifih day of; James
Bureau of Public Roads, now Gaunt was in the Providence was organized during the visit of
- horses $100.00
of
EquBoard
as
June. 1922,
District no 17
stationed near here and the home
Celestino Padilla Lowered on 7
Hospital. They also made a trip Miss. Amelia Alexandea, with,
alization, there being present,
Emil Kiehne raised on '2 m team.
Baca'
of
cows
head
to Washington,
D. C. while Mrs. John G. Koogler and Mrs
$161.00
W. J Jones. Anastacio
fence $120. oo
crowd
Quite an enthusiastic
Steve1
on
4
Padilla
Lowered
Rafael
a
fine time in C. F. Henley as Local Leaders,
away they report
Leandor Baca, Sheriff., by
M. D. Romero raised on house witnessed
which was the Capitol
the
game
land
acres
$112.00
T.
A.
but
and
Deoutv
Chavez,
City
Baca.
very glad to Miss. Mable Hudson, President
$1000.oo
well played, considering the prac-tiv- e
and
back
house$150.00
"home"
And we Miss. Laura
get
Clerk.
again.
County
and imps. & wagon$250.oo
Jones,
had. A home run and two re
Eugenio Padilla raised on 160 , and
hafk.
glad
The Board of Equalization and
they're
nt and Miss. Dorothy Brnce, a
Merchandiep & furn.$800.oo three base hits by Lusk and the
2
fola
and
horses
$50.00
T
m
acers$320.00
the Assessor agreed to the
District no 18
j. 1. Aiirea irom Alma came Secretary and Treasurer met at
excellent work of Lapraik on the
Lowered on Imps. $200 00
lowing shcedule, as shows below and
Reserve Merc. Co. raised on 'mound' were.the features of the to the county seat Monday, of Mrs. C. W. Harpers home Wed
rt arAtnf
A
iui'luH
r,n
luHilla
. .
, .
valuation on livestock!
ruwuiv
"'"i.e. im' 'i
n 'l.i:. ..
afternoon. The girli
ii5uu.oo ana raercnino- - game The scope was some whrt this week, on business concernnesday
r
rn mwning
our wu
for the vear of 1922, for the horses $100.00 o row?
mail
the
route
ise $2000.no
between
his
ing
the
time making flower;
a
spent
uneven, but little more practice
Kito Live Stock and Cattle Co,
town and this place,
purpose of taxtion, insofar as
The
Reserve
Mill
Flour
Co.
ana
cnociate tuage, anr
will
make
to
the
eating
hard
1
Engineers
the same may be just and equi raised on Dam. $1,000 00 and raised building $500.00
a very enjoyable time.
had
beat.
Wm.Menges and sons of Alma
table in the state and to the tax Imp. $1,000. 00 and 4 mules ;j200.
Turk & Romero raised building
Mr. and Mr9. J Walter Jonesi
Line up
have purchased the S.U. Valley
1 stallion $100 00
00
case:
each
in
particular
payer,
$500.00- and
little daughter Irma Ruth
Reserve Saw Mill from J. N.
Engineers
Harper and
Common Range and pasture
M. D. Romero raiaed on
J. J Farreli raised on Ford
Betts
3rd
Wednesday visiting with
Allred
spent
will soon be prepared to furnish
Calvs and 1 yrs $11 1 yrs and Car $120.00
W. J. Jones of this place.
Mrs.
$800.00
Stevens
2nd
Hill
the surrounding country with
under 2 yrs $17 Steers over 2 yrs
Ramon Garcia raised on 200
Barber & Doepp rased on fence Lewis
ss
Clark
all the lumber that will be needtwo
over
Cows
and
Heifers
$25
Davia neket ana family are
$C00.oo
sheep $880 00
Lusk
1st
Cunningham
We are glad to welcome the
ed.
yrs $21 Bulls $24 Unclassified
to leave the country
Florence MeCarty raised on Snyder
J. A. Graham raised on garage
oreparing
Jones
If
Messrs. Menges in our midst and
Herds $19
are going to Colorado when
house $500.oo and furn. $200.oo Cobb
They
tools, mchy. $250.00
Bruce
if
wish them the of success in their
Mr. Pickett' mother intends t
Graded Range and pasture
Chas MeCarty raised on 4 m iexa
Thomas Gavaldon raised on 2
M;'u-cf
undertaking.
1
Calves and Coming
fence $590. 00 and house $350-o- o
yrs $13, horses $50.00
up land . We shall be sorry
take
Larson
c
Reid
Miss Sara Herrick is spending to loose them, but hope that
oer 1 yrand under 2 yrs $19 Ira Swaeza raised on 2 wagons Willie McCsrty raised on 66 LRpi-aiOnstad
p
a few days in Socorro visiting they find a good location, and
Steers over two yrs $27 Heifers $100 00
cows $l,5l8.oo
Score1 Engineers 5;. Reserve 17
with her relatives and having ike their new home.
Hulls
two
$24
4
on
S.
raised
Simson
Reserve
Mrs.
J.
on
raised
yrs
Hospital
.JjCowsover
Umpire: Turk.
her eyes treated. Miss Marjora
Chas. Adair and Lon Brown of
$30 Unclassified Herds $23
horses $100.00
personal property $500.oo
Sister 1 thought you were r.ji Herrick is taking her place as Luna Valley were Reserve visit
Thorobred or reg'd.
J. D. Eraser raised on pers.
severe Lopez raised on 10 acres
going to give Miss Saul riue any- bookkeeper of the Reserve Mer- iors this week, attending to tax
Calves or Coming 1 yr and D. F. land $280.00 1 stud, car propety $l,500.oo
thing for her birthday ?
cantile Company.
&
under 2 yrs $19
house
J.
matters and buying supplies.
A.
'furn
$500.00
Summons
on
raised
$125.00
Brother I wasn't, but she sent
Over one and under two yrs 4 horses fiOO.OO 16 tpk horses Saddle-Piano $226 00
the
nie a bunch of
Mrs. Juliette Hruce, who has
Our little town is fast becomMrs. S. F. Kiehne raised on
$20 Steers over two yrs $30
$150.00 wagon, harness, saddle
duy before.
been
if
visiting With her son, Ira
one
nota
a
at
least
HeifVrs & Cows over two vrs $70.00
big
ing
pers. property $300. 00
C. Bruce, is spending this week
town.
with
Herds
the
What
new
Unclassified
raised
large
Bulls
O.
$50
C.
PLANT
Chavez
Pascual
Kiehne
NUTRITIOUS
Estate,
$48
raised on pers.
homes of Mrs. May Tii.ney, J.A. n the Tularosa with Mrs, F. S.
28 cow h$644.0O
$36
property $200. 00
The
has
chemist
Balland
French
Orr
and T. C. Turk, together Brock.
Common Milk or Dairy
The Board recessed untill ThuN.G Baca, raised on 10 cows
annual food plant culled with the new house of Dr.
an
analyzed
$20
Calves or Coming yearling
Harper Little Miss Jewell Wilder eel
$230.00
rsday June 8th, when the Buard
in tropical
is putting up, we are getting brated
raised on 320 met with all paeser.t as before. "woaiidsu," growing
over 1 vr under 2 yrs $25 Steers
ninth birthday,
Jose A. Bai-her
and introduced in southern
quite proud of our growth The Tuesday afternoon, by entertain
over 2 yra $26 Heifers & Cows acres land $640.00
District no 23
Asia and Brazil.
new sidewalk in front of th
over 2 yrs $30 Bulls $25
Santa Fe P. RK. Co. raised 6n
Lowered on 4 miles fence $240.00
ng a number of her friends with
This plant is, it appears, the first
and the Court
Gaunt
building
Unclassified Herds $36
land
610
on
18)
Baca
raised
$69,443.00
G.
in
party. Jewel received, several
(District
has
it
natural
the
state, that
Henry
fruit,
and land $24,918.75 (List. 2) ever been examined and found to House is completed, The work of presents and best wishes of everyl
Improved Milk or Dairy
acres land $1280.00
Gaunt building is ne. All the little folks had a
Calves or yearlings $25 over
David Baca Lowered on Eqpt. and lard $47,840.oo (Dist, 23) contain all the chemical properties plastering the
well underway and will be comtwo
itJU
and
of
under
Two
26
yrs
a
no
nutriment.
District
andvtime. and wish, were it
perfect
lyrs
pounds
$30.00
of it, it is claimed, would supply the pleted this week which will add ,ot for the fact that Jewel would
Steers over 2 yrs $22 Heifers &
Dibtrict no 48
Clara Colemin Estate Lqwered
of the human much to the attractiveness of won be an old maid, that she
ily .requirements
Cows ovea 2 yrs $ 60 Bulls $50 on land $320.00
Talley Cook ra.sed on 10 covs1'
the
Like
it matures that building.
Unclassified Heads $50
system.
peanut,
would havp a birthday everyday
The board recessed untill Tue $230.oo
edible kernel is
Its
underground.
Sheep
37
A
M,
District
at
nine
00
sday June sixth,
Everyone in Reserve has the,
like an egg. It furnishes a
Gurney Jessen of Rensselaer,
pmmon Sheep over one year which time they met, all present
Mrs. J, C. Wheatly raised on shaped
fever" and some cases
"flshinir
white
the
flavor of which, Indiana arrived Tuesday evenflour,
very
$4.40 Sheep under one year $2.40 as before.
house $130.oo
after cooking, resembles that of the ing to spend the summer with are extremely voilent, so much
Improved
H. S. Recor'.& T. M. Curtis
chestnut
his brother, Dr. L. A. Jessen of so that several paries will leave
Sheep over one year $4.40
raised 15 cows $575 00
Saturday mornirg
J thisolace. The Doctor and wife town early where
Sheep under one year $3.15
Franscisco Castill L wered on
hills
they expect
the
for
are going to show Mr. Jessen
Rams$7.90
45 cows $1035,00 and 3 horses
or ten days,
week
a
in
recover
real
some
on
the Gila
fishing up
Thorobred Sheep over one year $75.00
$5.50 Sheep under one yeaa $4.25
Padro A. Archuleta Lowered

Regular session of The Board of

County Commissioners? Catron county
New Mexico? June 5th, 1922.

Local Items

J

Vice-Presid- e

j

11

.

ts

-

forget-me-no-

ts

.

Rams

Saw fml

ifror Sal

$12.00

Land.

on 5 acres land $150.oo
Jose Salas Lowered

house

Enos Pippins,
Springerville.
Common range $15, cow ponies
work horses $20. Arz. raised on 3oo cows $6,900.
common muls $30,good mules$50 00
Provenche, Est.
Margarito
burros $5.
of
Jose
care
Quemado.
Tapia,
were
The following changes
raised on 2oo cows and 6 hourses
made in schedules:
$4.75o.oo
June 5th, 1922,
Jno S. Kemp raised on personDistrict No. 2.
al
prop. $2oo.oo
on
Antonio J. Baca raised
Julius Becker
Springerville,
realestate $280.00
Az. raised on 5o cows $l,I5o,oo
77
on
raised
M.
M.
Coleman,
Manfurd Padilla, Salt Lake
head cattle $1781.00 and 6 horses
Lowered on 15 cows $345 00
aud 2 mules $250.
Audon Gonzales, Lowered on
Frank Gray raised on 2 wagons
saddle & Harness $35.00 172 cows $4025.oo
house and Imps $200,00 4 mules raised on 4 horses $100. 00
Jose Garcia raised oil 175 cows
$200.00
Willie Gray raised on 2 wagons $4.025.oo
Inez Pipkens, C.Murry and
$70.00 1 saddle & harness $35.00
4 work horses $200.00
Guss Becker Springerville raised
Ervin Gray raised on 25 head on 50 cows $l,150.oo
Gus Becker Springerville, Az.
of cattle $575.00
Barney Gray raised on 7 head raised on 50 cows $1,150. 00
District no 43
of cattle $161.00
Nations Land & Catrle Co LI
Pavid Jiron raised on 2 horses
Paso Texas raised on Imps $1320.
$100.oo
00 and 160 of cattle 3680.00
Clement Hightower raised 1 m
2
on
mules
raised
New
Marcus
fence $50.oo
$100.00
candelar Chavez raised on 1 m
t Felipe Vallojos raised on 2 fence $60.oo
horse3 $50.00 2 cowa $46.00
FedelArmijo raised on 1 m
Lowered on 1 wagon$25.00
Euardo Vigil Lowered on

6 Miles West of Reserve
Plenty of Timber

Fully Equipped

Irrigable land $100. non irriga- $125.00
ble $50, bearing orchard $150.
Jesus Marino Lowered an house
non- - bearing orchard $75, dry $500.oo
farming $30, dry farming ianri
Cordovo Lowered on
Julian
non cultivated$15. vega land $10 house and f nrniture $145 00
bosque land $15. grazing land$2.
Felipe Paoi'la Lowered on 40
land not yet assort-- d on acres land$250.oo
tax rolls.
District no 33
Horses. Mules and burros

Good Location

jir

Particulars Address J. N. Harper, Reserve. N.

First National Bank
Magdalena, New Mexico

M

5 per cent paid
on time deposits

$25, common

,.Rt9Tm

30x3 Guaranteed Tiro
The Largest Financial Institution in Socorro County;

YOUR PATRONAGE

SOLICITED

.

Writ

tat.

lay. Extra.

70-.0-

.
;'

'

.

11

j

What You
3

1
9

I

j

Cut for Your Money

Jl

Cdrammaitc from Peruvian and fyptian
long tiaplellhitKh fiibn )ctitm fabric
fcss chance cfstone bruise fabric brvakx

With

lough
compound insures lonq low coti mileage.
Aanufacturcn' Standard ?flarrantyatjain$i
defects in Material and Workmcuuttifi-

-

5 Millions of these Tires have
given satisfactory service
Reserve Mercantile Co
Dealers

QWo

in

Everthing

The

T.

Large Business
C.

Turk,
Reserve, New Mexico

THE RESERVE

ALFALFA NOT FITTED

WHY AND HOW TG

AS CROP FOR SILAGE

CULTIVATE SOIL
Difficult to Handle and Hard
Of Much

of Various Plants Be Given

Had Your Iron Today?

HAllEMN(i3
in he
BIG CITIES
m

Farmer Should Be Able to Determine
for Himself Whether or Not He
Would Be Justified in Putting His Crop in Silo.

Supply of Air.
FOOD

to

Pack Properly.

Importano That Roots

MAKE PLANT

ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO

AVAILABLE

United State. Department
(Prepared by the
01
Agriculture.)
As a silage crop, alfalfa is not altogether a success. In fact, where oth
er crops, well fitted for this method
of preservation, can be grown profit
ably it is seldom advisable to use it
for this purpose. One reason corn Is
so popular for silage Is that it yields
a large tonnage at one harvesting,
something which cannot be said of al

Many Persons Mak Mlstak of Working Too Deeply and Cut Off FeedSteel Rake la
ing Rootlet
Useful Tool.

.Another

International

Complication!

lived In luxury.
live in a "love
gets $4 a day In

Now she and V. V.

nest" here and V. V.
the locomotive works.

Let's Have
Raisin Bread Tonight

by th United Statu Department
V. V. and Mrs. V. V. met In war
ol Agriculture.)
time Paris. They were married in
Most people have an idea that garNew York last February.
dens are cultivated solely for the purfalfa.
Now Mine. Liouboff
pose of killing weeds. As a matter of
Mouromsky
Alfalfa Is somewhat difficult to nan
long since you've had delicious raisin
V. V
a Russian, twenty-onfact, the killing of weeds is Just one die with ordinary silage machinery,
years of
since you've tasted that incomi
age, says V. V. is her husband ; that
object of gurdea cultivation, says the and Is hard to pack properly in the
parable flavor?
he married her In 1920 at Yalta,
united Mates Department of Agricul silo.
It often becomes moldy and
Serve a loaf tonight. No need to bake it
ture. The roots of plants require air slimy, as do various other legumes,
Crimea, and that the marriage has
j
never been dissolved. She filed a com
just the same as do the tops, and if when put up in this way. Special
Just
telephone your grocer or a bakery. Say
HI LADELPIIIA.
A nother internathe ground is packed or hard or is care must be taken in
with
him
plaint,
"P
charging
bigamy.
d
packing this
bread
you want
generously
rlnnul fnmttllrxi rln t Mm Iidm
with the American embassy in Paris.
sunbaked over the surface after a beatsilage because of the high percentage
filled with luscious, seeded,
Raisins."
ing rain, the roots cannot get air, and of protein in it which causes it to or villain as the case may be Is An- - She said she had the documents to
The flavor of these raisins permeates the
astase Andrevitch
Vonsiatskoy-Von-siatskfor that reason the plants will suffer
prove her case and announced her inputrefy Instead of ferment when too
call hlni V. V. for short. The tention of coming to America.
loaf. A cake-lik- e
if not cultivated. The same thing is much air Is present.
daintiness makes every slice
She
Is
true where the land is poorly drained
a treat.
There are times, however, when ai heroine Mrs. V. V. or Is she? who also mentioned a suit for $500,000
and waterlogged. The water keeps out falfa may be made Into silage, for In was Mrs. Marlon Ream Stephens, against the American woman for
Serve it plain at dinner or as a tasty, fruited
the air and the roots cannot feed the stance when weather conditions are daughter of the late railroad and cot- alienation of her husband's affections.
breakfast
toast
ton
B.
Norman
V.
V. is said to come from a noble
magnate,
Ream, and
plants.
unfavorable for the curing of hny,
Make delicious bread pudding with leftCultivation has another object, In Good silage may be made from par divorced wife of Redmond D. Ste Russian family In Warsaw. He served
that It breaks up the soil particles and tially wilted alfalfa if it Is cut fine phens, Chicago lawyer. Mrs. V. V. is with Kolchak'8 army agdinst the Bol
over slices.
V. V. is twenty-three- .
Mrs. shevists.
He has good manners, Is
makes plant food available for the enough and well packed. If it is part forty-ninUse it all. You need not waste a crumb.
feeding rootlets of the plants. Many ly cured before running through the V. V. has lived In Chicago, at her for very polite and has Just finished writ
Raisin
bread is luscious, energizing,
d.
persons, however, make the mistake of cutter some added water may Improve mer husband's mansion ; in Paris, ing 800 letters acknowledging wedding
So
both good and good for you.
it's
she
met
where
her
;
husband
too
doso
present
and
congratulations.
cultivating
by
deeply,
the silage, but experience has shown
at the Hotel Chatham, New York,
The Russian woman says she is an
Serve it at least twice a week. Start this
ing cut off or injure the feeding root
where her motKer, Mrs. Norman B. orthodox Russian and not a Jewess, as
lets and deprive the plant of Its source
good habit in your home today.
Ream, keeps a suite which the couple V. V. has been trying to prove in order
of nourishment and support. Frequent
But don't take any but a real,
.
visit every
nnd In Carolvn to have the marriage dissolved. She
shallow cultivation during dry weather
raisin bread.
genuine
enormous
the
Ream
ball,
estate at says they went from Yalta to Con
results In the formation of a layer of
Your dealer will supply it if you insist
Thompson, Conn. In all these places stantinople and then to Paris. They
line dust which serves as a mulch or
a
she has had .orps of servants and lived together a year and a half.
blanket to retain moisture.
Cultivating After Rains.
Sun-Mai- d
The soil should always be cultivated
Just as soon as It Is sufficiently dry to
TEP.SEY CITY, N. ,T. The marble
tie safely worked after heuvy rains.
J shooting championship of the world
If it Is not cultivated, a crust forms, the
wns won at Pershing field, Jersey Cltv,
surface bakes, and the crops are In
Charles "Buster" Rech, fourteen
by
Make delicious bread, pica, puddings,
jured. The same will apply where Ir
years old, of 53 Itmndway, Jersey
cakei, etc. Ask your grocer for them. Send
rigation Is used, and It has been found
for free book of tested recipes.
City, when he defeated the Washingbest to give the soil a thorough soak
ton (D. C.) champion. Michael Tro- lng, then cultivate as soon as It is
d
Raisin Growers
iano, fourteen jears old. Three thoudry enough, and apply no more wnter
sand
witMemherthip HjOOO
spectators,
mostly
boys,
until absolutely necessury.
DeDt N 25 3 Frernin rallf
nessed the contest.
The hoe and the steel rake are the
Blue Package
Buster" Rech won two straight
most Important tools for cultivating
games of "fat," two out of three bethe small garden. On a lurger scale
ing necessary for the title. He won In the long history of marble shooting.
a wheel hoc or a horse cultivator may
the first gume In twenty minutes on
Added interest was given to the
be used to advantage. The wheel-hoFind Old Graves in Ireland.'
What She Wanted.
the
shot, the second In game, the result of which has been
outfits are provided with a number of
Cutting Alfalfa Crop.
A farmer at Camiighly, near I'om-ersA customer asteeti one of the salestwo minutes and thirty seconds on the awnlted eagerly In boydom all over
different attachments adapted for the
Ii eland, while plowing a field women at the linen counter for a cerdifferent types of work to be per that a "washy" silage may result If tenth shot. His last shot, sent from the country, as the two experts are on his farm discovered two graves at tain
t,
style of handkerchief. The
Is put up while wet the knee, hit the mnrble of his oppocut
alfalfa
of
two
known
best
the
freshly
representatives
formed.
These Implements have the
assistant opened
Under reasonably favor- nent at a distance of fifteen feet. It styles of shooting. The Jersey City opposite corners of the field. It took
with
rain.
advantage that one can go over the able conditions alfalfa can be
men to remove the covering stone box after box, looked over the stock in
made was a marvelous exhibition, and the marvel shoots with his knuckle and six
garden very rapidly and break up the into
less expense than Into crow d went wild with enthusiasm the Washington wonder with hla slabs. As well as human remains, one the showcase with great care, and then
at
hny
surface of the soil In a comparatively
when the referee flung uiv thetfiov
thumbnair. The Victory of the knuckle grave contained a very beautifully de- brought forth a reserve stock and
silage.
short time. It Is generally necessary,
arm
and
method is expected to affect the style signed clay pot in a good state of pres- looked painstakingly through this but
"Buster"
Rech
corn
proclaimed
Alfalfn
mixed
and
make
good
however, to follow with the hoe and
ervation. The graves were also lined without finding whnt she wanted.
the
niurble
"undefeated
of
of
corn
the
The
adds
and
champion
piny in the marble game every
sugar
the fingers to remove any weeds that silage.
e
Then from a remote comer of one of
with
slabs.
Hundreds of
where.
have not been destroyed by the wheel starch necessary for the right fermen- the world."
have visited the spot, and the shelves she took down another box.
sightseers
the
After
The
contest
was
"Buster"
al
referee
both
same
examined
tation. For the
reason the mix
shooting the
Even where
cultivator.
When It wns opened
general belief Is that the graves
mobbed by his enthusiastic backMoth were very
marines caretuuy.
tools are occasionally used, the great ing of sorghums or small grains with most
(lute back to the Sixteenth century. exclaimed, "That's it!" and holding up
er part of the work, especially during the alfalfa improves the silage. The ers as he run off the Hold holding In small. Rech had an "Immie" and
a
handkerchief she asked,
addition of crude molasses to alfalfa his arms the big silver championship Trlno used a "Taw."
"How much Is It?"
Then amidst a tense silence the two SWAMP-ROO- T
also Increases the chances of produc- cup. He announced his readiness to
FOR
When told the price she replied, "I
young champions took their places on
ing a good quality of silage. The Uni defend his title agulnst nil comers.
didn't want to buy any of them, but a
It Is reported In Jersey City thnt the line, five motion picture machines
ted States Department of Agriculture
KIDNEY AILMENTS friend gave me one for a present, and
has made some preliminary expert more marbles changed hands in bets cranking away, making news pictures
I wanted to find out how much she
nients which indicate that good silage on the championship than ever before of the heroes of boy life.
paid for it."
can be made by mixing straw of any
mere is oniy one meaicme mat reauy
1
!
T
of the small grains with alfalfa, if V
stand8 out
medicine tor
Clever!
the mixing is done as the material
curable ailments of the kidneys, liver and
A fascinating Chicago widow hnd
bladder.
the
cutter
and water
passes through
entire situation, and I quickly tMind
In for dinner and he
stands the her
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
Is added to make it pack well.
out thnt I loved Ed much more than
for the reason that it has proven presented her with a check for ali
anyone else in the world," she said. highest
Although alfalfa Is not an ideal si
to be
the remedy needed in thousands mony due her. She took it, laughingly,
"What could any American girl do upon just
lage crop, It makes a nutritious silage
cases. saying: "This is taxation without
thousands
of distressing
under these conditions? I just decided
when properly handled.
With all the
t
makes friends quickly beto marry Ed, nnd we planned to meet cause its mild and immediate effect is soon
facts In mind, says the Department of
i
the next morning and be married In a realized in most cases. It is a gentle,
Agriculture, the farmer should be able
healing vegetable compound.
to Judge for himself whether or not he
hurry.
Start treatment at once. Sold at all
"I am sure every one will undershould put his crop in the silo.
drug stores in bottles of two sizes, medistand that there was nothing else to um and large.
do under the circumstances. I know
However, if you wish first to test this
POP CORN UNCERTAIN CROP
that George, who is a very fine boy, great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer
Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
will appreciate how fortunate It Is
TOriiW' YOUiC The elopement of that 1 realized In time that we should
Cost to Produce is Considerably
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
Charlotte Demurest and Count not marry. Of course, I am sorry for mention this paper. Advertisement.
Higher Than Ordinary Field
Edward Zlohy on the day sue was to him, nnd know that he must feel the
Corn Average Is Low.
6 Bell-an- s
Bobby Wants to Know.
have married George Kurt on, heir to affair keenly, but I also know that he
One Section of a WelNPIanned Garden.
Little
the
What
Hot
Bobby
water
beach)
(at
a
In
corn
was
not
mar millions,
rapid-fir1922 is
affair. The is big enough to appreciate the entire is
grown
Pop
hydrophobia, ma?
Sure
Relief
a very count and li is bride admitted that they situation, and I
nnd
Is
ketable
until
June,
1923,
our
be
may
hope
dry weather,
performed by
friendship
Bobby's Ma Fear or dread of wa
meuns of a common steel rake. It Is uncertain crop for the average farmer hnd not seen each other in almost two win not ne broken off."
ter, my son.
ELL-AE- !S
The count and his bride are preparnot necessary to go very deeply into to grow who is not in touch with the years until a recent Monday night.
Bobby (after thinking it over)
The
on
The
count
did
market.
the
he
know
not
of
average
snys
to
yield
on
to
go
ing
to
surthe soil, but merely
their honeyEurope
stir the
Have all those pretty girls In bathing
25$ and 754 Packages. Everywhere
13,000 acres grown last year was 26 Miss Demarest's engagement
until moon.
face.
suits over yonder got hydrophobia,
considacre.
costs
bushels
lie
It
afternoon,
to
Monday
The
per
bride
the
Tool
is
A
proceeded
That Helps.
daughter of Mr. nnd
"SaSSS40
more to produce a bushel of call on her thnt night, and the next Mrs. Warren G. Deinarest. Burton is ma?
Kill
A handy little tool for loosening the erably
Placed anywhere, DAISY FLY KILLER attract! and
corn than a bushel of field corn morning they became imin and wife in the son of Max ISurnheimer and said
pop
kiila aU diet. Neat, Hean, ornamental, convenient and
soil can be made from a piece of thin
a
Freshen
Skin
Heavy
cneap. Laata all a.a- 3TaSr33JJCaWto
and under present conditions It ap- the city hull, while young Burton to be heir to millions. Count Zichy Is
a
board 2 Inches wide and 14 inches long,
With the antiseptic, fascinating
A
unless a man has been 'waited at the altar" In Klberon, N. J. the son of Count Iielu Vichy of Hun
with one end whittled down to form a pears that
nus khi or injurs
win
Talcum Powder, an exquisitely
a number of
The countess was all smiles, anil de gary, who married an American womnythintr. Guaranteed.
handle and the opposite end provided growing this crop for
UAlfclY
economical
face,
skin,
scented,
baby
Is
scribed
herself
sure
as
of
and
"the happiest bride an, Mrs. Mabel Wright Yznaga. The
being
with three No. 6 or No. 7 wire nails. years to find reasonably
a good market he had In the world." She told of the count's bride is the sister of Lady Allstnir and dusting powder and perfume.
able
hv RXPHKRfl nrn.H 11
Tills little
implement can better not grow it this year.
Renders other perfumes superfluous. HABOLD SOIiEBS. IN Da KJb Are.. tirooUn, N. T.
,
calling on her Monday night.
of the One of the Cutlcura Toilet Trio (Soap,
be used very soon after a rain to loos'We just sat and talked over the present duke of Sutherland.
en the surface, so that any small seeds
Ointment, Talcum). Advertisement
PARKER'S
CARING FOR ASPARAGUS BED
can break through.
TmmH
It should be borne In mind that the
Always an Opening.
18
f.wfer'f
Color and
Mr. North No, sir, I don't want any l&lffAurJ
.y BaastyReatore
time to kill weeds is when they are Yield and Quality of Crop Depend
IPSsWa TL
taGrar and Faded Ibfa
TItOX MOUNTAIN, MTCH. Had the
Wc. and 11.00 at
RaJvUKm
no
I
Insurance.
have
on
and
Cultivation
Just coming through the ground. If
and
dependents
Greatly
WirgJKl
Bliaii Chem. Wka. Patchoe uc. K. T.
"old woman who lived in a shoe
allowed to become established, It is
I am burning my bridges behind me!
Fertilizer Given.
HINDERCORNS
and had so many children she didn't
much more difficult to get rid of them
Insurance
Salesman Ah !
How louKt,
eta., itopf ii ptilo. emur eonrortio tb
. Ifto. by mail or at
wlklnz
about fire insurance for the bridges? fett, make
today she
than If they are taken In time. If the
Cultivate and fertilize the aspar know what to do" li
HUooz Cfaouileal Works. VtoUoni, ft. X.
would
have
learned
in
the
2
of
soil
something
decontinuousso
Inches
is
the
bed
crowns
that
top
kept
agus
may
of efficiency from Mr. and Mrs.
Music Hath Charms.
ly and thoroughly loosened, there will velop properly during the summer and way
HILLS HONEY & TAR
"How do you like your music?"
be no serious difficulty In keeping out be able to produce a heavy crop of Joseph Kohler of this city. They are
GOOD FOR BAD COUGHS
the
of
IS
off
iiuskv
proud
parents
well
Phil"Both
rare
and
weeds.
done."
65c at (tores; 75c by mail. Addreaa
shoots next summer. Remember that
The
of
oldest
brood
Is
the
spring.
the yield and quality of the asparagus
New York Drug Concern, New York
adelphia Evening Bulletin.
eighteen and the youngest two months.
SOY BEANS FIT IN ROTATION depend largely upon the treatment The father Is employed at a local
given the asparagus this year.
mine and says that he has no trouble
Take Place of Oats and Are More
In supporting Ihe brood with the help
COMBATING GARDEN INSECTS that the older ones are able to
Profitable ai Cash Crop Of
hnd when the wearers range from
give.
Benefit to Soil.
In order that the mother may know eighteen to less than a year. When
Farmer Should Provide Himself With what each has been fed at nny meal the older ones outgrow their clothes
she works on a system of culling each or wenr out parts of them, the gar
Supply of Arsenate of Lead and
Soy beans fit perfectly in rotation In
Slaked Lime.
child's name as she cms bread, meat, ment is remodeled and made to fit a
the place of oats, making a four year
dishes vegetables or dessert, or pours younger member of the miniature vilrotation com, soy beans, wheat, clover,
some
Provide yourself with
the coffee. Each child pusses by In lage. The problem of shoes Is solved
powthey being more profitable than oats as
a cash crop, and leaving the soil In dered arsenate of lead and air slaked lino and get,, food on the plate nnd by the father repairing them himself.
lime for combating biting garden in- passes on, Kvery one of the older
much better shape, both as to mechanKohler is un Austrian by birth! and
ical condition and fertility, as little or sects, such as potato bugs.
Secure children has household tasks to per- Is forty-fivyears old. He fame to
no preparation for wheat Is needed on a small bottle of nicotine sulphate forin, and tlif family keeps several (his country 25 years ago and wns im- land from which a crop of well culti(black leaf 40) for sucking Insects cows and mines some garden truck.
naturalized. His wife is
medlntcly
.,yvj., ....
such as melon aphis or plant lice.
The pn.blim vi clothes is not so American tern.
vated coys hag been mowed.
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$1.55.

$1.50,
$1.30.

Good Printinr
Is the Dress
of Business.

Madura Newspaper Syndicate.
Bill Kemp, the head of the exchange department, looked up wearily
from his desk. It had been a day of
odd jobs refunds, complaints, exchanges.
Everything had been relatively unimportant and yet everything
demanded Instant attention.
Had Bill Kemp been ten years older
than he was he would not have taken
it all so seriously, and consequently
would have been as fresh at the end
of the day as he was early In the
morning.
"I wanted," said a pair of violet
eyes, at least Bill Kemp would have
sworn that It was the eyes that spoke,
so timidly and questioningly did they
regard him. "I want to know If I
could do something about my flower
,

11122,

by

hat."

That Is the
Kind We Do.

Bill Kemp sighed.
They were such
marvelous eyes. And they were mundanely Interested In a hat a silly
flower hat.
"Well," he said gruffly, "whnt did
vou contemplate doing about this
flower hat? If It's been worn It cannot possibly be accepted for exchange
or refund."
The latter words Issued mechnn-callfrom his mouth, and he
s
subconsciously how many
of times he had uttered that
sometimes about
same sentence
gloves, sometimes about hair goods,
sometimes about shoes.
"Oh, It hasn't been worn!" came
the soft voice again. The voice sounded as though it was full of tears, and
he looked nt the violet eyes again.
Sure enough, there were lurge tears,
there.
Bill Kemp
steeled himself. All
women used tears as a means to an
y

LET US SHOW YOU

won-lere- d
hun-Jred-

h3
I.nrlnier. Rooms 75c
WINDSOR, lKth
lip. Special rates to permanent guests.
( III IKII'ltAt TOlt.
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Dyeing That Pays
The Model Cleaners and Dyers
1317 BROADWAY,

DENVER,

COLO.
Kill

t

I

'

Adams,

Bent, Crowley,

Delta, Larimer, Logan, Mesa, Morgan,
Otero and Weld.
The Great Western Sugar company
submitted schedules requesting u reduction In the assessed valuation of
Its property In Boulder county of SS.Sfl
per cent under the 1921 assessments.
The factory of the sugar company in
that county was appraised at $2,000,000
last year.
U. S.
Murphy, champion roundup man of the A. E. F
with a record of 500 deserters captured, landed In the United States recently on the Chateau Thierry. His
pisexploits Include a double-bandetol battle with drug peddlers in nn alley in Taris, capture of a deserter
after whom he dived through a subway winipw In Paris, and pursuit of
n
Murphy
New York. Two-Gu-

Two-Gu-

Returns to

Grnver Cleveland Bergdoll, draft
dodger, in Germany.
Noted Author Dies.
New York. That the Paul Barnes
who died In Manhattan state hospital,
Ward's island, recently, Insane, blind
nd a pauper, was the author ot
"Good-by- ,
Dolly," the battle chant of
American soldiers and sailors In the
war against Spain, became known a
few days ago.
Judgment Against Oil Man Set Aside.
New York. Judgment of $3,810,.
489.95 against M. G. Collins, as president of the Dominion Oil Company,
was set aside by Supreme Court Justice Cohalan on the grounds that the
original summons had not been
The court granted perof the suit,
mission for the
which was brought by William G.
Weisbrod,, alleging breach of contract
by the Dominion Company during a
proposed amalgamation of oil land
lenses In Texas and Louisiana.

SQUINT ALONG

GUN

New Rifle Sight Enables Marksman
Shoot Accurately With Both
His Eyes Open.

to

Patents have been Issued for r new
sight In which both eyes are kept open,
The device, as described by the Scientific American, consists of an outline
approximating an Isosceles trapezoid,
gained by setting, edge on to the shooter, a bent piece of sheet metal, beuded
to prevent light reflection.
The principle of operation Is a familiar one. Everybody knows that If
he holds up a finger and looks past it
with both eyes, he sees It twice once
with each eye. In the same way, If
this sight Is held before me eyes,
properly mounted on the gun barrel. It
will be seen twice once with each
eye. If the shooter will then merely
keep both eyes open and shift the gun
sideways until the point at which the
two Images of the sight cross Is directly on his target, he will have the
lateral range of the object, obviously.
If at the same time the horns of the
sight are properly shaped with reference to the ni'M'Je velocity of the gun,
the barrel has to be
rllle, etc., so
elevated to Sung the intersection on
the target oiien the latter Is further
and further away, we get vertical
ranging, too. This latter problem has
to be solved separately and In advance
of every muzzle velocity the other
And In
solves Itself in every case.
every cuse we have Instant aiming
with both eyes open.
The Writer Who Sees.
The great difference, intellectually
speaking, between one man and another Is simply the number of things they
can see in a given cubic yard of space.
Do you remember Huxley's famous
lecture on "A Piece of Chalk," delivof Norwich
ered to the worklngmen
In 18(58, and how the piece of chalk
told him secrets of the Immeasurable
past, secrets of the unfathomed depths
of the sea? The same thing happens
with a book. I remember picking up
a copy of Macbeth belonging to a great

Commercial inquiries answered and
information gladly furnished without
cost. Address any firm above.
Sugar Producers Refused Tax Cut,
Denver.
Sugar companies in Colo- ratio were refused permission to make
reductions In the assessed valuation of
property in Colorado under the 1022
schedules by the tax commission and
assessors from eleven sugar factory
counties at a conference in Denver
recently.
By tills action the vurlous sugar producing companies in the state will be
required to pay the sume taxes as
were jM'Lljist year, it was said, with
the exception of companies which are
not operating or which have closed
any of their factories.
A general meeting of the assessors
and tux commissioners took place in
the new stute office building. It was
not attended by representatives of the
sugar companies, it was said."At our conference we agreed that
the 1921 values for taxation purposes
should stund for 1922," declared John
M. Jones, ussessor from . Boulder
county.
had submitted
"The companies
schedules calling for reductions In the
assessed valuation of approximately
38 per cent."
The counties represented at the conference with the. state tax commission

come bnck here and get the dollar ana
I'll take the basket out for you
wherever it is. You can't be running
all over town a girl like you "
He listened to her words of thanks
with an air of abstraction.
"We ought to get a bite of supper at
a restaurant first, maybe," he said
nonchalantly, quite as though he were
In the bnhlt of asking strange girls
to eat with him.
He sent the call boy for the dollar and pulling a card from his pocket,
wrote down :
"She'd like a hat violets later."
Mrs. Bill Kemp
And the violet-eye- d
with her still-shin- y
wedding ring, was
happily surprised on her birthday a
few months later with a large round
hatbox fled with a huge violet bow,
The hatbox held a hat of violets and
tulle.

NEEDN'T

Shakespearean scholar, Andrew

"And So You Want the Dollar

Back?"

NEW MEXICO

RESERVE,

ADVOCATE,

Brad-

ley, und reading casually his penciled
notes in the margin. The scene was
one which I knew by heart and
thought I understood; but his notes
showed me that I hud missed about
half a dozen points on every page. It
seems to rue that the writers who have
the power of revelation are Just those
who, in some particular of life, have
seen or felt considerably more than
the average run of Intelligent htmiun
It Is this specific power of
beings.
seeing and feeling more things to the
cubic yard in some part of the world
that mukes a writer's work reully inspiring. Gilbert Murray, in "Tradition und Progress."

end, and he determined that he would
not be taken in.
"Well, ,go on, go on," he said, as
testily as he could.
"You see, I decided Inst Saturday
that I could take It It's a beautiful
hat all violets and orchid tulle. Oh,
It was really the most beautiful hat in
Where Divorce is Easy.
the whole world, I think," she said
Chicago, lihode Island, Bono, and all
wistfully. "I looked and looked at It
before, you know and on Saturday other American divorce resorts must
I pnid a deposit on It a deposit of yield the pulm to Burma for the facilI was to take It this Satund expedition with
a dollar.
ity, economy,
urday, hut" the lips that were soft which matrimonial knots can be un"I I believe tied. When, "on the road to Munda-lay,- "
and pink closed firmly.
a Burmese couple have agreed
that 1 shan't need It, after all."
"And so you want the dollar back to separate, they simply light two canagain, I take It?" he said, tupping his dles, one for each, und watch and wait
pencil against the desk and regarding to see w hose candle first burns down.
The one whose fate has thus been deIt coolly.
'Oh, my, no," she said softly. "Of cided leaves forever the common
course they wouldn't give hnck the home; the unfortunate one cannot
take away anything but the clothes on
dollar, but I went to the millinery department, and the clerk said that I his or her person. The other becomes
had agreed to take It, nnd I would the sole proprietor of the eutlre comhave to finish paying for It. I I mon property.
have the money, but "
A La Belle Anglais.
"Will you sit down?" snid Bill
An
I'arlsienne has
Kemp,
rising suddenly,
wondering
enterprising
why it was that he had not thought
opened u millinery establishment with
of It before. "I haven't been head of the Interior appearance of that celethe department long, and I am at a brated
place In Paris; "A
loss to understand one thing. Why la Belle Anglais." The original little
do women buy a thing, take it home, shop stood, from 17(!J till some few
and run right back here to return It?" years ago, in the Place St. Philippe du
The violet eyes crinkled at the cor Iloule, and was famed throughout
Its clients had Included
ners nnd the soft pink lips twitched. Europe.
"I Marie Antoinette, Princess de
'I don't know," she confessed.
Pauline
Madame Recninier,
never do myself.
It's not that I
probably wouldn't If I had the chance, Bonaparte and Elizabeth Foster, duchbut I work, and so scarcely have time ess of Devonshire. To these was addto buy what I need, let nlone buying ed one distinguished male customer, M.
things for the fun of thinking I really de Chateaubriand, who preferred over
owned them for' a while' before I re all others obtainable elsewhere, the
turned them. It must be lots of fun, cravats sold at the little milliner's.
mustn't It?"
"But you want to leave this pansy
Unpopular,
hat on our hands," he expostulated.
"I never can like that man."
He'R all right."
not.
"Oh, oh, not pansy!" she exculimed
"Why
In horrified tones.
"I know he's all right, but I can't
"It Is violet- sviolets and orchid tulle. And besides, like him."
"He's never done you any harm."
I don't want to leave It on your hands.
"Not at all. but I dislike him just
I'd love It myself, only I heard about
this Mrs. Benzlngen whose husband the same. He's the man my wife Is
is In the hospital, and whose children always wishing I would try to be
are all so small that she can't work. like."
It wouldn't be right to wear a lovely
He Qualified.
hat of violets and orchid tulle when
"No, Jack. The man I marry must
they might be hungry. If you say I
don't need to take the bat I'm going be both brave and clever."
to take a basket out there tonight."
"Well, didn't I rescue you from
She looked at her watch. "It's 'way, those toughs that were annoying you?"
"That was brave, but not especially
way .out In "
"Yrni run along and get the basket, clever."
"Wasn't It? I hired those fellows to
and I'll see about the. dollar refund.
Then when you get the basket filled stop you." Boston Transcript.
one-stor-

Lniu-bell-

MANY

BETTER
ROADS

CROWNS

BASKET

IN

Surprisingly Large Number of Mo.
narchial Rulers Comparatively Recently Deprived of Thrones.
The bead thut wears a crown has
ways lain very uneasily In Eussla. The
son of Peter the Greut, Alexis II, wuS
tried for treason and condemned. Later
he was reprieved by his father, but
died in prison in 1689. There are few
countries In Europe which have not!
had an overturn of their rulers in the
last century. King Charles IV of
Spain, unable to face the situation
stirred up by the Napoleonic wars,
abdicated In 1808.
Augustus the
Strong, King of Poland, was obliged to
abdicate after his defeat by Sweden,
King Pontiatowskl of Poland was
forced by the allied powers to resign
his throne, nnd Charles Albert of Sardinia abdicated after his defeut by
the Austrlans In 1842.
Even In comparatively peaceful
times, such as the close of the lusl
century, the number of rulers suddenly deprived of their thrones was
surprisingly large. Our last experience of the kind In America occurred
as recently as 1889, when Dom Pedro
the last emperor of Brazil, left his
throne after a bloodless revolutloa
For several years the crop of royal
exiles continued to be remarkably
large. Alexander of Battenberg, prince
of Bulgaria, abdicated in lSSli. Spain
lost a king in 1873, and King Milan of
Serbia saw fit to leave his throne in
1889. The ruler of Bulgaria retired after a peasant revolution.
Just before the outbreak of the
World war three countries disposed ol
their rulers with more or less violence.
King Manuel of Portugal wus formally
exiled and fled to England. Abdul
Humid, sultan of Turkey, was forced
by a revolt to ubdicute In 1909, nnd
the emperor of China, Hsuan Tung,
nfter a successful rebellion, was forced
to give up his throne us recently ns
1012.
The list might be continued
&

FACTORS AFFECTING GRADING
Labor Costs, Character of Soil Graded
and Time Limit on Contracts
All Counted.
(Prepared by the United States Department
of Agriculture.)
A great variation in the conditions
under which grading for highways Is
done In different sections of the United
States Is reflected In cost data compiled by the bureau of public roads,
United States Department of Agriculroad.
ture, on 1,350 miles of federal-ai- d
The figures cover the four-yea- r
period
1
and are based on a total of
24,500,000 yards of earth.
For the groups of states the average price per cubic yard is as follows: New England and Middle Atlantic stntes, $1.33; East North Central, $0.C8 ; West North Central, $0.49 ;
South Atlantic, $0.61 ; East South Central, $0.41; West South Central, $0.35;
Mountain, $0.52; und Pacific states,
$0.01.
$0.56.

The general average price was

Probably the most Important factor
affecting the cost was the amount of
grading to be done per mile, the
quantity being very small In the
groups having the highest prices. In
general it Is noticed that where mostly
old roads are rebuilt, the light work
and tearing up the old pavement grent-l- y
affected the cost. The amount of
fine

grading or trimming required for

the higher types of pavement was also
a factor.
Labor costs, character of
soli to be graded, climatic conditions,
time limit on contracts, and cost of
detours for traffic also affected the
cost. .
While each group of states did not
have the same volume of grading each
year, and therefore the average figure Indefinitely.
for the whole country Is not truly
Synthetic Sinkers.
representative, It Is interesting to note
While the world is still disturbed
hat the nverage cost of grading grnd- -

YourSkinh
Fragrant
and Smooth
So

Beautiful women know the
value of using rain water and
pure soap for their complexions. Because of its purity, girls
today favor

COLGATE'S
Cashmere Bouquet Soap
The favorite perfumed soap

for three generations
Large she, 35c Medium size, 10c
Luxurious Lasting
Refined

Had to Be Careful.
Youthful President of the Oriole
Sporting Club Has anybody any objections to Illckey becoming u member
of this club?
Jinmile Yes, I hnve! One day I
wus swlpln' apples outa Maure's orchard and Illckey sneaks up and
stoled me whole hag full. Now, I don't
think we oughter have guys in we
can't trust.
( 'horns of Members
.Timmle's right I
We don't want no crooks in this club.
Guy like that would give us Orioles
an awful black eye. Life.

The English of It.
The Englishman "That new gown
with the many grave problems of readjustment, It is pleasing to note that you are wearing Is certainly ripping,-baThe
Girl "Gracious,
Jove !"
science is making skillful progress und
Where?"
Is constantly marching onward toward duke!
a brighter and better day. In this connection it Is noted that among the
newest of scientific triumphs Is the
synthetic doughnut.
This victory of mind over matter is
said to incorporate nil the elements of
the plebeian or lunchroom species of
sinker. There Is the synthetic armor-plutor covering with which the little
doughnut protects Itself from attack
num. There is likeby Its
wise the synthetic interior composed of
the usual adamantine substances ; also
Not that it will be any better than
the synthetic hole, which is perhaps
the Edgeworth you buy in a store, but
the best part of any doughnut, and
we want you to have your first
last but not least, the synthetic Insmoke at our expense.
digestion.
Let us hope that science will not
You may repay us by finding that
rest on her laurels but will press ever
Edgeworth just suits your taste. And
forward until the synthetic hain and
if it doesn't for there are some few
eggs, synthetic buckwheat and sausage
to whom Edgeworth is not just
men
beans
have
and
and
pork
synthetic
Concrete Road Designed to Take Care
the thing there's no harm done.
of Great Deal More Than Local been rescued from the limbo of dreamy
possibilities. Thrift Magazine.
Traffic.
to send free
We are

Try a pipeful

or two direct

e

from the factory
Edge-wor-

th

glad enough

ually rose from $0.49 In the first quarter of 1917 to $0.67 In the fourth
quarter of 1919, and then gradually
declined to $0.34 In the third quarter
of 1921. It Is probable that the latter
figure would be somewhat higher had
all of the states let work In that quar-

ter.

Psychoanalysis.
The wistful bit of a girl sat In the
car near her mother, a stout, comfort
able, southern type of "mammy." Her
frizzy black hair was braided in three
tiny pigtails which barely reached be
low the nape of her thin little neck,
face was small and
Her
piquant, with lips that reminded one
of huge overripe cherries. Her large,
dark eyes sparkled and rolled around
as she eagerly looked out ut the pascoffee-colore- d

FIVE BIG QUESTIONS
Are the roads In your county
to you, or are you
ashamed of them?
Are the roads In your county
wide enough for the convenient
passage of cars?
Are the roads In your county
marked, so that tourists from
distant states have no difficulty
keeping to the right road?
Are the roads In your county
a credit

roads,

or

only

roads?
Are the roads in your county
such thnt tourists traveling over
them want to come back that
way?

KENTUCKY TO

BUILD

ROADS

House of Representatives Approve!
$50,"00,000 State Bond Issue
Bill by Big Vote.

sing objects.

"I wan' that an' that an' that!"
she would murmur, a thin finger poit
ing at the window whenever a gayly
decorated shop window wus passed,
"Maw, I wan' that dress ovah theah !"
she cried suddenly, indicating with her
ever-read- y
finger a crimson gown be
spattered with spangles which hung
'
promiscuously outside of a theatrical
Gowns Supplied" shop.
"Luwd!" the mother exclaimed de
lightedly. "I done tell yuh this heuh
I aVtiys
chile gwine be a actor.
knowed it fer sure." Chicago Journal
Problem in Mathematics.
There was no room telephone In the
Jacksonville hotel chamber In which
we nighted for u single night. But
there was a push bell with a curd over
it that said: "King once for ice water;
twice for a bell boy; three times for
a chamber maid; four times fot
porter."
We desired Ice water and tried to
make our wants known. After half an
hour, which is pretty good time for a
southern hotel, a porter presented himself and looked around for baggage.
"Ice water," we snid severely. "The
curd says to ring once for
"Yassur," acknowledged the porter,
"But we all couldn' Hggah out whethati
you rung once fo' times or fo' time!
once." Cleveland Pluin Dealer.

Kentucky, famous for several things,
Is now to udd "good roads" to Its list.
The $50,000,000 stute road bond Issue
bill has been approved by the Ken
tucky house of representatives by a
vote of 63 to 34.
This measure provides for submit
ting the proposition to the voters of
the state at the election next Novem
ber. If It Is approved the money is to
Double Bereavement.
be used over a period of five years.
"I'm sorry I ran over your hen," said
To pay off this Indebtedness three
motorist. "I'll paj
a gasoline the
kinds of taxes are pledged
road you for her."
tax, a license tax and a
"That was a pet hen, sir. She al
tax.
ways came to me when I called hei
It Sounds the Road.
and laid an egg every day."
"Would a dollar be all right?"
Facts about what happens under a
"You'd better make It two, sir.
roadway as traffic passes over It are
being obtained by the use of an In- also have a rooster. He thinks a lot ol
genious device perfected by the bureau that hen and when he finds out she'i
of public roads. The device Is one of dead It wouldn't surprise me If the
the new Instruments developed to dis- shock killed hltn." Birmingham Age
cover what thickness of roadbed Herald.
should be constructed for heavy ot
She Saw Him.
light traffic on various kinds of soil.
First Sorority Sister I'm sorry
Source of Much Trouble.
couldn't hove tea with you, dear; but;
(A common source of trouble to Im- you see er I had a class.
Second Sorority Slsrer Yes, dan
proved roads Is that of poor drainage,
or total lack of drainage.
Judge.
ling, I saw him ; some class
kind-hearte- d
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samples in the same spirit that we'd
hand you our pouch if circumstances
permitted. We wish it were possible
to save you even the little trouble of
writing for Edgeworth.
Edgeworth is a likable smoke. Men
who have tried it and found it to be
the right tobacco for them never
think of smoking other tobaccos.
They'll tell you there are many good
tobaccos
and there are. And when
you offer them your pouch with
"stranger" tobacco in it, they may
use up a pipeful just to be friendly.
But notice how quickly they get
back to their beloved Edgeworth!
Day after day Edgeworth fans write
to us. They tell us human little
stories, friendly anecdotes centering
around Edgeworth. Often it is the
number of years they have smoked
Edgeworth that prompted them to
write.
Knowing how hard it is for S:e average man to write letters, we consider
these unsolicited
messages the greatest tribute to
we could
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possibly have

greater even than
theincreasingsales.
T4-

ago

mirno

t'ViiI

ness of making
tobacco a pleas-

ure that runs

through the

whole gamut
from factory ex-

ecutive to the
smoker in the backwoods.
If you have never tried Edgeworth,
let us repeat our offer, "Try a pipeful
or two direct from the factory." All
"
you have to do is to write Let me try
a pipeful or two" on a postcard, sign
your name and address and send the
postcard to us. The address is Larus
& Brother Co., 00 South 21st Street,
Richmond, Va. If you want to add
the name of your tobacco dealer, we'll
make sure that he has Edgeworth in
stock.
To Retail Tobacco Merchants : If
your jobber cannot supply you with
Edgeworth, Larus & Brother Comby
pany will gladly send
carton
parcel post a one-- or
of any size of Edgeworth Plug Slice or
for the same price you
d
would rav the Jobber.
two-doz-

Ready-Rubbe-
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AN EPITOME OF

LATE LIVE NEWS

Premier Lloyd George recently entertained Mr. and Mrs. William Ran
dolph Hearst at luncheon at bis offl- lal residence in Downing street, Lon

Southwest News

don.

New Mexico
and Arizona

Twenty-fivsoldiers were killed re
train was blown up becently when
CONDENSED RECORD OF THE tween Tomellln and Santa Catarlna,
Tlaxcnla, Mexico, according to the
PROGftESd OF EVENTS AT
newspaper La Itaza.
HOME AND ABROAD.
The United States transport Henderson, with Secretary of the Navy Den-band members of the naval academy
class of 1881 on hoard, has sailed from
FROM ALL
Panama on its way to Japun.
The flagship Huron, the cruiser Buffalo and eighteen destroyers have deACHIEVESAVINGS,
DOINGS,
parted for Chinese waters, where the.
will remain for several months, It has
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
been announced at headquarters ot
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
the Asiatic squadron at .Manila.
taken
At least 10,1X10 Hungarians
(Wotera Nmspiper Uolca Ni Serrln.)
prisoner by Pussia early In the Worlc
war have Joined the red army, accord
WESTERN
officer
ing to returning
Half of IMnevIlle's (Ore.) business ,vlio have just been released by til
section was viioil out by a fire which llolsbevlkl.
Of these about sixty nr
mused damage estimated ut ifWUOOO
officers.
checked
by dynamiting.
before It was
ISanilils have wrecked an America
Thomas Lee Woolwlne, district at- relief administration train In Rossi
antorney of I,os Angeles county, has
ind several officials are reported
nounced Ids ciimllditcy for the Demoiuve been killed, according to a Col
of
for
nomination
governor
cratic
iral News dispatch from Coponhngc
California.
luotlng information received in Copei
The ownership of the Los Angeles liagen from Moscow.
from
the
livening Express bus passed
The government has completed ai
Kdwln T. Karl estate to K. A. Dickson
rangements to pay during the co,.iin
and t W. Kellogg, according to an an- fall Interest amounting to 2 OOP Hi
nouncement they authorized.
on
the I'.ritisli debt to the I'nili
Three men are dead, three badly InII lies Hot been decided wli
states.
reHie
w
recked
as
n
dryer
jured and
ther a special mission will be sent
the
at
Trojan
sult of an explosion
nasbingron to discuss the debt wit
l'owdcr Company plant at San
the American government.
eleven miles from Oakland.
The brewing of beer is one of r
Lodged in the Ada county Jail at chief buttresses in Britain's Cnaii'l
11,
iV,'ed
Is
Jr.,
Han,
Ceorge
lSoe
solvency, a, 'cording to 1!. K, Mr'
who, according to his written confespresident of the nst!ttitt of l.rtsvin
atoccasions
sion, or. two different
Prohibition, lie added, in tiie covi-stempted to kill his mother by putting a recent address on tins s"hje t, won'
olson In her tea and coffee.
on
undoubtedly spell the fin.in.-iaThe highest horor in the gift of the economic rain of the country.
National Association of Heal Kstate
hundred anil seven' een c!i!Wlre
hoards came to 1.. V. Kppioh of Den- in (me
one I!usiiin famine district, fatal!
for
was
elected
president
ver, when be
ill of glanders, wore ordered vhot li
the long term at lie election for of- the local
authorities to end their su.
ficers recently in San Knmeisco.
f .'rings, nccon'.iii"
to a
I!eis;,i
ltodolph Valentino, screen actor,
to the D.iiiy News, !,ondoe
whose principal ndes have been of dispatch
the I'ussi.-nevs.iapcr .' u
love hemes, was ele.ired of a charge quoting
naya (invert". T!:i diswMi expla'ti
the
when
I.os
at
Angeles
of bigamy
that the Iloixhevisl nfri-e- w ordered 1'
felony complaint was dismissed after executions on tiie
groitmls of cotnino:.
Justice
hefure
II
preliminary bearing
ia
humanity. The H.i'dr ai
of the Peace Hanby.
footed from eating disease: ref.tMe.
iIexb'iin- - 'alifoi'iila
e

SOURCES
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n

:

I.or-tinz-

t

Closing of

tic

herder to all persons save those showing signs of having been successfully
vaccinated has been urged upon the
United Slates public health service by
the Slate Hoard of Health, after an investigation of an epidemic of smallpox
In Mexican.

Mexico

K. Stevenson, railway brake-maconfessed at Kvurett, Wash., according to the police, that he killed A.
A. Almour, Seattle salesman, whose
body was found In n patch of woods
near Stanwood, Wash. According to
the police, Stevenson says lie killed
Alniour with a club during a fight over
the question whether or not they
would rob n farmer In the vicinity to
procure funds to buy "moonshine."

Donald

GENERAL

known
James K. Sullivan,
widely
magazine and feature writer, was
omil dead in bis room at lleiiryetta.
Okla.
A general advance of from '2a to 811
cents a yard In Ihc price of fabric!
was announced by the American Woolen Company at New York.

Henry Ford has intimated privately
that he would run for .President "If the
people of the country desire him to do
so," but "he would refuse to spend
any money to bring about his nomination or election."
Henry Simpson, nominee for President of the United States on the National People's Christian party ticket
In 1012 and candidate for Republican
WASHINGTON
The House bill authorizing a loan of and Greenback party nominations for
President in 188!l, died of senility at
$5,000,000 to Liberia us urged by the
administration was reported favorably Broken Arrow, Okla.
What Is believed to he the second
by the Senate finance committee.
death penalty Imposed on a white womA resolution approving the holding
In (ieorgla was returned at Atlanta
of aft International exposition at Phil- an
HttO in celebration of the recently when a Jury found Mrs. Cora
in
adelphia
Lou Vinson guilty of murder in the
150th anniversary of the signing of
the declaration of Independence wus first degree for the slaying of her husband, Dr. W. D. Vinson.
passed by the House and sent to the
The "big five" Chicago packers
Senute.
Armour and
More women will seek high political Swift, Morris, Wilson,
of the small packoffices In elections this fall than ever Cudahy und many
10 cents a hunbefore In the history of the country, ers have agreed to pay
dred above the market price on all
a survey made by the National WomAlready reports hogs shipped to the Chicago live stock
an's party shows.
have been received Unit four women market providing they are free from
are candidates for the Senate, twenty tuberculosis and come from a farm
where both cattle and hogs are not Infor the House and two for governors
fected with this disease.
of states.
Five seamen were injured' recently
A new bill for regulation of future
In an explosion aboard the submarine
on
designed
grain exchanges,'
trading
while the craft was on patrol duty
to meet the recent decision of the Suoff the Coronado Islands, forty miles
preme Court holding the present tradfrom San Diego.
ing act inoperative in part, was
Though two men Indicted with her
In the Senate by Senator Capper,
for
conspiracy to defraud Lloyds InItepnbllcun, Kansas, chairman of the surance
agency, by an alleged "fake"
unofficial Senate agricultural bloc and
and robbery of
dinner party hold-uauthor of the originul act.
Insured at $."2,000, had
her
jewelry,
Chief Justice William Howard Tuft
pleaded guilty and testified for the
of the Supreme Court will leave this
prosecution at the outset of the trial,
of
for
middle
June
the
country about
Mrs. Sarah L. Robertson, wealthy real
England, where lie will spend several estate owner of Deal, N. J., was acweeks In a survey of the Kngllsh quitted by a Jury which had been hearcourts, It wus announced. The tour ing testimony in her case for over a
will be unofficial, Tuft said. This Is week.
the flrstt ime thut a chief Justice has
Cyanide was placed on the free list
made such a trip during his term of recently after a long battle on the taroffice.
iff schedules In the Senate. The comAn Injunction by Wyoming to promittee amendment placing a duty of
10
from
from
water
Colorado
per cent ad valorem was stricken
hibit
tuking
Senator
the Laramie river wus granted by the out on a motion offered by
Oddie of Nevada and adopted 40 to 14.
Supreme Court to the extent of rerestoration of cyanide to the free
straining Colorado from using an The
to the
amount of water In excess of the list Is vitally Important to the mining
citrus
west and
amount fixed by the court. The stute Industry of the
of California, where the
diIndustry
to
the
of Wyoming Nought
prevent
chemical Is used us a fumlgant against
version of water for the
destructive Insects.
Irrigation project in Colorado.
No girl member of the graduating
commerce
committee
Senate
The
of the Lincoln High School at
class
In
to
incorporate
unanimously ugreed
her
the rivers und harbors bill u provision Tacomu will be allowed to sit with
commencement platcommitting the government to an ulti- classmates on the
costmate expenditure of $l,.'M,0OO for the form If she Is uttlred in a dress
r
harbor at ing more than $15, according to an
construction of a
the girls of the 1!)22
Corpus Christl, Texas. The entire pro- edict Issued by
class.
$0,000,-000- .
an
of
for
calls
expenditure
ject
"Leslie's Weekly," America's oldest
illustrated periodical, arid "Judge," Its
A reduction of $51,302,740 In the pubhave been
lic debt of the United States In May oldest humorous weekly,
was announced by the Treasury De- combined and will appear under the
It has been anpartment recently. The nation's total name of "Judge,"
nounced by William Oreen, president
31 was
on
debt
May
gross
Company.
of the
11--

intro-duc-

Greeley-Pou-Jr-

d

e

deep-wate-

Leslie-Judg-

e
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ADVOCATE,

THIRTY KILLED IN

; Makes Over
!

PETTIGOE

All Over

(WMtsra Nwepipv Union

NEW MEXICO

FREE STATE

LEADER

ZONE
PROTESTS

ACTION OF ENGLISH; DEMAND8
PROb yjF MILITARY ACTION.

Nm Bwrlot.)

Same Hat

12 Times in 5 Years

This city
Seattle, Wash.
the most economical
J boasts
woman In the country.
' Mrs. Hannah Bunday has
i made over the same hat twelve
J times a year for five years. Each
time she produces a new mlllln-- J
ery surprise and is the envy of
her admiring friends, who hustle
J to Imitate her Inventive genius,
i By the time many have copied
her creation, Mrs. Bundy knocks
them all cold with a newer and
more startling conception.
Mrs. Bundy uses an assortment of ribbon, plush, plumes,
flowers, cloth and colored yarns.
The framework consists' of a
wide brim Filipino straw braid,
which may be folded, plaited,
bent, wet and turned Inside out.
She possesses a secret of making a dye that may be washed
from the straw when another
tint is desired.

n

Fair-ban-

Bee-lee-

BEDM YEARS

IN

i

Carlsbad, N. 11., will soon start the
erection of a new city hall, which
RUSHING MORE TROOPS
when completed will cost over $24,000.
of
the
A.
G. Shortle, founder
Dr.
first sanatorium in Albuquerque and a
national figure In tuberculosis work, IRISH REPUBLICANS
HURRYING
died at Albuquerque recently.
TROOPS TO ULSTER LINE FOR
In spite of the heavy loads carried
BATTLu WITH BRITISH.
by the Carrizozo banks during the late
war, the recent statements Issued
show that they are ull In the best pos(Weftnn Newspaper Unlgn Nein Service.)
sible condition.
British
Belfast.- - Although
the
Sheepmen in the vicinity of Fort troops have not
attempted to occupy
Sumner, N. M., report that the recent
either Beelleek or Magheramena cas-tlhall storm there killed more than 1,200
of activity on that
lambs. Little damage was done to the frontresumption
Is expected very soon. The Reand
fruit
crops.
publicans ure understood to be pushA. E. Hennlng, pioneer ranchman ing forward large reinforcements.
and stockman of western New Mexico,
The correspondent of the Belfast RAISED AS
GIRL,
was almost instantly killed when he
estimates the death list In
Telegraph
tower
windmill
fell from the top of a
the recent fighting as high as thirty.
BOY RUNS AWAY
the first of the week.
The Pettlgoe district, where several
Vutsano-vicL.
and
J.
Ely
Begun, 25,
more bodies have been found, Is still
55, miners, were killed recently held
entirely by the soldiers, the conMother Wanted a Girl and Conut the Southwest mine at stabulary and specluls being kept In
by a cave-Icealed Sex From "Vera" for
IJIsbee.
Itegim's body was recovered the rear.
a few minutes after the crash.
Michael Collins, head of
Dublin.
Years.
Twenty-On- e
Knglneer Al Jenkins of the state the provisional government, takes a
road cump at Fairbank, Ariz., has statmost serious view of the British shellOcracoke, N. C Charles Williams
k
ed thut he expects to have the
of Ocracoke, who lived the first twenty-ing of Pettlgoe In the Free State terri"missing link" of the state hightory and has demanded from the Brit- one
years of his life as a girl on
ish authorities a full inquiry into the Isolated Ocracoke island and then fled
way finished not later than Aug. 1.
from his first contact with the cruel,
It Is reported that the Victor Hugo circumstances.
It has been supposed that the Irish cold world, has disappeared again. It
group of claims in the Payson district
have been bonded to the American troops at Pettlgoe were Irregulars not is thought he may have become a
on a foreign cruise.
Smelting and I'.efinlng Company for uni(er control of the provisional gov- sailor and gone
When Charles was born his mother
$50,000. The property Is south of ernment, but an official communique
a
Issued from Beggars' Hush, headquur-ter- s was so disappointed that he was not
Payson, Ariz.
girl she decided to bring him up as
deof
the
Irish
army,
Republican
U.
school
at
S. Indian
The
Toadlena,
of Vera lie
clares that there were no Irish troops one. So under the name
N. M., undor the San Juan agency near
grew up in the little community of
of
the
those
that
district
in
except
Shiprork, now Ims over 150 pupils.
Athletics i one of the big studies of regular Republican army. It is denied
the
communique that the British
the school und a crack baseball team in
troops were at any time fired on.
will soon be organized.
Denial that Americans residing in
Enniskillen, Ireland. -- The Republicthe Yaqtii valley in the state of Sonek
ans are gradually evacuating the
to
border
are
the
Mexico,
ra,
fleeing
sector. There Is considerable Infor safety was made recently by busterest over the statement in the offiand other cial
iness men from (,'ajeme
report of the trouble announcing
points In the Yaqul territory.
that the military are holding, in addiAfter deliberating for only fifteen
tion to Pettlgoe, the stretch of counminutes the Jury In the case of Paul V. try northeast and west of the town for
Iladley, alius William S. Estaver, rea distance of about a mile in Free
turned a verdict at Tucson of first State territory.
It is stated that it was imperative
degree murder and recommended that
the death penalty be Imposed.
that the hills should be occupied by
the military In order to prevent the
llesumption on a larger scale of opthe
Republicans from harassing
erations than was originally Intended
troops In the town of Pettlgoe.
Is announced by the United Verde Copper Company at Jerome. The plans
The Irish Republican
London.
call for a
production
ofarmy headquarters has Issued un
with about 2,(100 men employed.
ficial communique contradicting the
W. H. Hurgis, a farmer living near Ulster military report on the recent
State College, N. II., ended his life by occupation of Pettlgoe by British
Michael Collins, head of the
swallowing
poison, lie came to this
troops.
provisional government, Is understood
part of the state last fall and Intended
to buy some land, and It is believed
to have requested the British governthat death was caused by financial ment to hold an Investigation of the
whole affair, the dispatch said.
troubles.
According to the driller in charge,
He Had Sweethearts.
Finds Major Guilty.
the estimated flow of gas from the
Malcolm
number two oil well of the Midwest
fishermen which constitutes Ocracoke
Wrlghtstown, N. J. Major
Island.
Heflnlng Company near Aztec, N. M., Wheeler Nicholson was found guilty
at Camp DIx on a
He was a popular "girl." He learned
is over 20,000,000 feet per day. The by a
h
violated the ninety-sixtthe domestic arts; he even had sweeteight-Inccasing has now been set to charge of having
article of war, In having written hearts, for he is pretty.
the deptli of over 2,300 feet and the
Then about a year ago, shortly after
and sent to President Harding a letter
will be started
first of the
birthday, it was made
charging that Prusslanism existed In his twenty-firs- t
soon.
the
army. His position for promotion known that he was a man. He wrote
At the recent meeting of the Klwanls was reduced as a fine.
to a young man in New York, a forClub of Tuetimeari, the principal submer resident of Ocracoke, to whom he
was almost engaged, that he could not
ject for discussion was the fair which Named on Federal Trade Commission.
because
may be held during the early fall. It Is
Vernon W. Van Fleet continue their correspondence
Washington.
it wasn't "manly." The next step was
believed that if $2,000 can be raised it
Indiana bus been appointed n mem- to
of
will go a long ways towards staging
provide himself with man's attire
ber of the Federal Trade Commission
and go out Into the world.
the fair and It is planned to begin
und the nominaPresident
Harding
In Baltimore he got a job, but soon
work on the raising of tills fund at by has been sent to the Senate for
tion
he became homesick and in a few
once.
confirmation.
months went home. He followed the
The sale of the property of the Cononly occupation possible on Ocracoke
solidated Arizona to the Southwest
and became a fisherman, but In many
Ueath Summons Lillian Russell.
ut Humboldt was
Metals Company
other ways his home island was
Russell
Lillian
Mrs.
Pittsburgh
held up by government officials for alwho had so long
of Alexander P. Moore, changed. His friends,
leged unpaid federal tuxes. This has Moore, wife
him as a girl, could not treat
regarded
been settled and the resumption plans publisher of the Pittsburgh Leader, him as
they had before, and Williams
are proceeding.
and noted stage beauty of a score and became restless.
rehome
her
at
died
ago,
more
years
He recently told friends he would
Governor Thomas E. Cnmpbell of
cently after an llluess of several days. like to become a sailor and see the
Arizona has conducted an Investigabeauand
world, and they believe he has done so.
tion Into the membership of the Ku Still famed for youthfulness
ty after she retired from the stage, But they say they liked him and want
Klux Klan in Arizona and has discovered that It numbers almost 000. Three she toured her native land with a lec- him to come home again.
hundred of these, he snhl, reside In ture on "How to Live a Hundred
Years,"
Phoenix.
FARMER HIDES $60,000 GOLD
The output of the Copper Queen
Supreme Court Adjourns.
smelter at Douglas for the current
Buried Treasure a' Few
Revealed
month will be about 7,000,000 pounds,
Washington The Supreme Court
Hours Before Death Surprise
will
due largely to accumulated stocks of has adjourned for the term. It
for Family.
ore. The Copper Queen mine is pronot meet again until Oct. 2, when It
Great Bend, Kan. J. H. Brack, a
ducing about 4,500,000 pounds per will convene to pay Its respects to the
month, according to P. G. Beckett, gen- President and meet the next day for farmer near here, who died about
eral manager.
motions and the real beginning of the three weeks ago, left a substantial
fortune to his heirs in the form of a
According to reports reea'ved at new term.
large number of fine farms in Rush
new
the
Clayton
highway from Claycounty, and In addition another forton to Kenton, Okla.; will be started
Blast Sinks Steamer.
tune which came as a surprise to the
In the next thirty days. With the best
Buenos Aires. The steamer Villa members of the family In the way of
of roads to the north, west and south
Franca sank a few days ago off $00,000 In gold, which was secreted
this will provide Clayton with connectHohenau, Paruguary, following an ex- under the house in which he lived.
ing links in all directions that will be
Unknown to the members of the
plosion, and It Is believed eighty peras good as any In the state.
sons perished, according to a dispatch. family, Brack had been hoarding gold
George C. Winkler, proprietor of a
pieces of all denominations, and It
large cleaning and pressing establishwas not until a few hours before his
Be
Sued.
Organizations May
ment at Tucson and his son, George
death that he called his family to his
Winkler, Jr., were taken Into custody
Washington Deciding the Coro- bedside and told them that he had a
recently by Sheriff Ben F. Daniels In nado coal case, the Supreme Court has store of gold hidden under his home.
connection with the attempted robheld that labor organizations, although
bery of the Golden State limited a few
Flapper Ghost It the Latest
unincorporated, are amenable to the
bobbed-haireweeks ago.
Poughkeepsle, N. Y. A
under
anti-truand
act
that
Dee Daugherty of Mountalnalr, N. Sherman
pretty "spook" In her teens Is
M., w 111 have one of the largest bean It such organizations bay be prosealarming the county of Dutchess In the
fields in the valley this season. Last cuted for restraint of interstate com- neighborhood of Mlllerton. The ''flapyear he raised over 200,000 pounds At merce. The court also held that labor per ghost" Is said t haunt the home
beans off less than 400 acres, which unions may be sued. Chief Justice of Theron Snyder and to float, against
windows and peep
did the second-stor- y
va
ne of the best yields in the en-Taft, In announcing the decision,
Vhrough,
dley.
dissent.
any
not Indicate
N

"GOT MAD "STAYS

"Retires"

After Row With

Father-in-la-

Refuses to Get Up,
and Can't.

Now Paralyzed

LIFE

RUINS

QUARREL

During Idle Years Railroad Has Come

to Town, Autos Appear and
Phones Are Installed, but She
Hasn't 8een Them.
Iowa. Thirty-eigh- t
years
Alexander Wlckhara of Tip
ton "got mad" and went to bed. "I'm
sever, never, never going to get up
?a!n." she declared. A little while
ago she changed her mind and at
tempted to get out of bed and walk.
But she found she was paralyzed from
her waist down.
Mrs. Wlckhara was a young wife
She is a
when she went to bed.
woman now. She Is rich,
but she gets little enjoyment from her

Tlntnn:

siro Mrs.

'

,

svhite-haire-

d

money.

How Mrs. Wlckham retired to her
bed to remain the rest of her life Is
in odd story. One morning she was
cutting bacon for her breakfast. She
ind her

were quarreling.

father-ln-la-

Old Man Wlckham made some remark
She laid down her
?he resented.
butcher knife and started for the door.

"Where are you going?" her husband
asked.
"I'm going to bed, and I'm never,
never, never going to get up again,"
answered the wife as she walked Into
tier room and slammed the door.
afn.-ar- l
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husband thinking to hunifff her,
hroncht her meals. The next morning
she refused to get up. Again the hus
band brought her meals. The ttiira
day was a repetition of the first and
So were the fourth and the
second.
fifth and the sixth.
"She'll cet over It," said the neigh
bors when they heard of what was
going on over at the Wlckham farm.
Yeare of Reading.
time read
and writing poetry. After
thirty-eigh- t
years of such reading she
is undoubtedly the best read woman
Also she probably has
In all Iowa.
written more poetry than any woman
In Iowa.
Neighbors came to see her after she
took to her bed. But she refused to
see them.
Gradually these visits

lfra Wlrkham snent her

ing books
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The Husband Brought Her Meals.
ceased and she was left severely alone.
Her husband called a doctor.
"There's nothing the matter with
her," said the physician. "She can
get up whenever she wants to." But
she didn't want to.
Specialists from Des Moines were
brought in. They could find nothing
wrong with the woman.
The village grew Into a
town. A railroad was built through the
pluce. Mrs. Wlckham could hear the
whistle of the locomotives as they
passed near her house.
Never Saw Telephone.
When the telephone exchange was
Bet up in Tipton the Wtckhatus had a
.telephone Installed. Ml Wlckham
never saw It. It was In aijpther room.
Styles In clothes did lot Interest
ber, she didn't wear any clothes, except her nightdresses.
Tipton grew until it almost Inclosed
the Wlckham farm. The larm Decame
very valuable. When the father-ln-ladied, her husband became sole owner
of the place. But he gave up farming
and went In to raising collie dogs so
he could be at home all the time and
could look after his wife.
Two years ago the husband, worn
out with thlrty-slyears of constant
Wick-hawaiting on his wife, died. Mrs.
went to the funeral. But "she
She could not
had to be carried.
good-size-

x

walk.

But she does not express a single
regret over her wasted life.
Wife's Love Worth Six Cents.
Hackensack, N. J. Damages of 6
cents for the alienation of bis wife's
affections were awarded to John H.
Stein by the Jury trying his $50,000
alienation suit, brought against Edgar
H. Kane. Five women were on tha
lury.
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Philippines Bishop Visits His Home

ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO

TO PROTECT GAR

Broke Into Federal Pen,
.

Now He

Can't

templating Long Run.
FEW PRACTICAL

keep.
Wolman explained In a letter
to the Navy department that he
was not Michael McCartv, a
real deserter, whom he claimed
to be.
An Investigation dis
closed the honx. Now Wolman
Is being held for
fraudulently
breaking into the penitentiary.
The government Is seeking n
friend of Wolman who received
a reward of $50 from the government for surrendering Wol
man as a deserter.
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Texas City Once

World Capital'

,

SUGGESTIONS

To Keep Safe and Free From Injury
During Driving, They Should Be

Protected Against Moisture,
Dirt and Grit

tutions carries the total during the
greater part of the year close to the
50,000 mark,
"Across the gorge of the Colorado
river Just west of Austin is one of the
largest of American dams, which
forms in the mountaln-riuimecan
yon a lake 30 mires long. It was con- strucieo. uy ine municipality as a
source of water and power, but with
the numerous mountain streams empty
ing into it, it constitutes u popular
playground ns well. The breaking of
the dam a decade and n half ago is
the only other natural calamity that
has befallen the city. The losses were
confined to the river bottoms. Since
then the structure has been replaced
and heightened."
d

Bishop Charles Edward Locke, head of the Methodist church In the Philippine Islands, has arrived In America for a visit to his family in Los Angeles.
He is here seen with his little granddaughter.

'

The automobile tire and Its accom
panying Inner tube are the vital parts
to be considered on a long tour or In
the usual day's run. To keep them
for use for emergency cases on the
road Is a thing to be appreciated by
all owners and drivers. A few suggestions are well worth considering,
inasmuch as they ara offered from
practical experience.
To keep the inner tubes safe and
free from Injury during driving, they
should be protected aguinst moisture,
dust, and grit, as these affect them
to an unlimited extent. To prepare
a tube for storage, remove the valve- spring and plunger from the inside
of the valve-steand roll the tube
up so that all the air Is expelled. Holding It still compressed,
the
and screw it up tight,
after which, screw on the valve-caThe tube then will He absolutely flat
and should be folded ns shown in the
Illustration, and an elastic band made
from a strip cut off the end of an old
inner tube uround It, as shown. One
at each end will make a complete Job.
The tubes should he carried In a
wooden box with corrugated cardboard
valve-plung-

BANISH BOOZE, MOSLEM PLEA
of the Important state functions, therefore, has been the maintenance of a Manifesto Urges Men of Faith to Halt
e
of
Independent
land olllce like that of the federal govFeelings of Mutual Hatred
OPERATION
ernment. The state capitol is a monuand Rancor.
Republic of Texas.
ment of tills unique condition, for the
state was able to obtain its huge gov
Constantinople. A manifesto has
ernment building without the expend- been Issued to the Moslem faithful by
HAD ENVOYS AND EVERYTHING
iture of a cent of money by
'bartering' the Islamic religious department ex
to a construction syndicate a tract of horting them to banish feelings of mu
r
3,000,000 acres. This was a .negligible tual hatred and rancor and to be
MEtL
When Washington Was Little More portion of the public domain,
iff
J
In
religion and faith.
though united
Than Village of Mud Streets Beit covered an area more thun twice
The manifesto says : "In olden times
the size of Delaware. It was kept In- when we were united and attached to
tween
Austin Was
tact for years by its private owners religion, we dominated over vast terri
Similar "World Capital."
and constituted the most extensive tories In three continents and these
cuttle ranch in existence.
territories we kept for many centuries,
Washington, V. C. "Austin, third
Has Huge Dam.
thanks to our high qualities.
Texas city to be imperiled by the
"The present-daAustin is credited
"Let us give up alcoholic drink and
forces of nature in little more thun a with a
resident population of 3,r,000, do nothing which our religion forbids
week, hus played an important, but not but the
of
presence
5,000 students of us to do. Let us try and love one If Your Spare Tlree and Tubee Are
generally known, part In American his- tne State
Taken Car of ai Described In This
and the Inmates unother and preserve no rancor to
university
Washtory," says a bulletin from the
of more than half a dozen state instl- - wards
Article, You Will Have No Trouble
anyone."
ington, D. C, headquarters g the Na
From Them.
tional Geographic society, In regard
to the capital of Texas, the outskirts
tacked to Its Inner walls. An ordiof which were struck by a cyclone.
nary skate strap will be best for lock
"When Washington, capital of the
ing the box.
United States, was little more than a
The tires are the next In line. To
vilL't- - qf mud streets between 1836
be kept In first class condition a tire
and 1840," says the bulletin, "Austin
should be kept In a position as near
was a similar 'world capital,' the seat
Its real diameter as possible, and to
of government of the Independent Reprovide for this a rack should be made
on the running board of the automopublic of Texas, which for ten years
existed as the fellow nation of the
bile to hold the tires, The illustration
United States. Ministers and special General Federation Plans Com
speak on "Citizenship Plus"; Jessie shows a few suggestions as to how this
liurrull of Stephens Junior college, Co may be done.
envoys were accredited to the reprehensive
for
Program
public by the United States and half
lumbia, Mo., whose suh'eet Is, "Dy
To make either one of these, use
a dozen or more of the leading nations
mimics of Citizenship," nnd Hanford
Biennial Meeting.
ordinary gas or water pipe 1 inch in
of Europe ; and the forms and ameniMacNIiler, national commander of the diameter, with an elbow und long nip
American Legion, wh will speak on
ties of world diplomacy were carried
ple on the one for the spare wheel,
out punctiliously in the little capital. PROMINENT
"The American Legion's Attitude and a T and
bracket with sevSPEAKERS
LISTED Toward
"Most of the legations have been
Citizenship"; Judge Martin J eral holes for
adjusttorn down now to make way for modWnde, United States District court, ments for the spare-tirbracket. This
ern buildings, but traditions still linlowu, who will speak on "Organizing accommodates tires from 30 inch to
"Woman as a Working Power" Will for
Defense of American Institutions.
ger of the efforts of the French and
36 Inch. The difference In size Is takBe
of
Convention
Keynote
At tills session plans will he made to en care of by
British ministers to gain the greater
raising or lowering the
and
"American
influence with the young republic, and
celebrate July Fourth as nn annual bracket on the T and replacing the
of the wutchfulness of the representaCitizenship" Given Prominence.
Citizenship
day in every city, town bolt. Secure the tire by u heavy leath
and hamlet In America.
tive of the United States to see that
er strap passed through the ends of
Chnutmiquu, N. Y. What in the
"J lie New Public Health" will be the bracket. Fasten the flange to the
ftj.q loopholes were created to facilitate an attack on the Monroe doctrine. changing order of things is woman's the topic of Dr. Hugh S. Cumiaings, running board by bolts. P. P, Avery
Descendants of some of the families duty and relationship to her home? To surgeon general of the United States, In Popular Science Monthly.
of the diplomats are residents of the her community? To her country? and the question, "Is a high moral
What should be her interest in world standard, the same for man and worn- city today.
Selected Like District of Columbia.
problems? What part can women, fed an, possible to achieve?" will be n
"Like the District of Columbia, Aus- erated into a world organization, play question discussed by
experts and lay
tin was located by special commis in bringing about an international un- men.
a
creditable derstanding and friendly feeling with
sioners charged to select
me esponsitiillry of clubwomen In
site for the future seat of the re- out which there can never be perma- promoting the welfare of children will
Imnent
What cun woman, as a be a topic discussed by Grace Abbott,
peace?
public's government. This was
chler of the children s bureau, United
mediately after independence had been working power, achieve?
won from Mexico. They chose a tract
These, and many more questions, States Department of Labor, and the
on the Colorado river among gently touching upon every phase of life and public welfare and modern medicine
rolling hills just below where the living, will be answered when women, will be the general topic of Simon
The device shown In the photograph
stream breaks from a range of low representing the 2,000,000 members Flexner, M. D., I.L. D., director of the
relieves the nutolst of the Job of roll
mountains. So the modern city, set on composing the General Federation of laboratories of Rockefeller Institute
ing up the air hose after filling his
Its series of heights, hus for a back- Women's Clubs will meet at Clmutnu-qu- for Medical Research.
at the corner service station. The
tires
a
in
of
hills
biennial
convention June
purple
great sweep
ground
The fate of the education bill In conthat adds greatly to Its scenic attract- Between 10,000 and 15,000 delegates gress and other questions of interest long lever and heavy weight take care
are expected to r.ttend.
iveness.
to organized women from a legislative of the hose and one fills his tires ;
"But these hills have a more utili
"Woman as a Worl.ing Power" will standpoint will be presented by Mrs. lets go of the hose; and the machine
tarian aspect than that of a plctur- be the keynote of the convention nml Edward Franklin White, national leg- does the rest.
esque tsltfug for the capital of Texas, one entire session will be devoted to islative chairman and deputy attorney
In past Ideologic times a tremendous Internationalism," and the promoting general of the state of
Indiana, nnd ii
of international
cataclysm occurred which formed a
friendly relations. war on illiteracy will be waged under
cliff for 500 tulles across Texas Discussions
during this session will be the leadership of Mrs. Cora Wilson
along the line of the enstern edge of led by Mrs. Thomas 0. Winter of Min Stewart, chairman rf the Illiteracy
these now rounded hills. This is the neapolis, president of the General Fed commission. National Education
,ww:i,:j:!??r:::::!w.wU:..,.
t
escarpment, fust becoming a eration of Women's Clubs and one of
commonplace term In financial dis- the four women members of the adThe possibilities of motion pictures,
tricts; for along its line have been dis visory committee ef the Washington for either good or evil, will be discovered nearly all of the great Texas conference who will speak on "The cussed and Will I. Hays, former nost- oil fields that have spouted and are Arms Conference and Afterward": master general, now
president of the
spouting their millions of burrels of Mrs. Horace Mann Towner, Washing- Motion Picture Producers of America,
ton, chnirmun of the nntionnl commitpetroleum.
will speak on "Upbuilding the Nation s
"Austin preserves a memory of the tee on International relations; and Life Through Motion Pictures."
only republic to enter the United Mrs. Charles Evans Hughes, wife of
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Kdlson will
States In the name of its principal Secretary Hughes, honorary chairman appear on the program for June 22.
street: Congress avenue. Along this of the same conrnlttee.
Recreational events and music will
A new challenge io women's world- - relieve the
thoroughfare were situated the conprogram. O. Ncvln and
of
the
At
halls
nation.
old
the
will
l.e
sounded
gressional
responsibilities
by Thurlow Lleurnnce, noted musicians
head of this avenue, on the rest of Frank P. Gnrvln, president of the are among those who will
appear, and
ft
commanding hill, Is the present state Chemical foundation.
there will be pageants and plays,
like
of
that
Its
American
architecture,
capitol.
Mollere's
Citizenship.
"Don Juan."
masterplei-eAn entire day will be devoted to will be
many other state capltols, is largely
ulH
staged y tile famous
from
the capitol at Washing American citizenship under the chair players and the Holy Land will I
borrowed
beIt
as
Is
almost
ton, and
extensive,
manship of Mrs. Percy V. Pennyhaek-er- , brought to the 'onventioii
chairman of citizenship training. biblical pageant taged by Nanette IV
ing the largest of the 48 state houses.
"Texas, being a sovereign nation. Guests of honor ;or this program will Paul, owner of the worlds
be Bishop Clinton S. Quln coadjutor collection of biblical costumes
Was the only one of the states to reirnug'
serve for Itself its public domain. One of the diocese of Texas, who will from Jerusalem.
Austin Was
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Women Tackle

Big Questions

flat-iro- n

e
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light-colore- d

smoke

Vital Parts Are Worthy of Much
Consideration When Con-

.

feJlSL

a
bluish
emanating from the exhaust pipe is a signal that too
much lubricating oil is being
used, either because an excess of
oil is being fed tp the engine or
because the engine is being run
too far with the throttle nearly
closed. In the case of a superabundance of oil, some of tbls Is
vaporized by the engine and Is
forced out through' the exhaust
in the form of the bluish smoke,
thus subjecting the driver to the
probability of police action and,
at the same time causing him to
think that his car is using more
oil than it ought to.
Running with the throttle
nearly closed will accomplish the
same result, for this causes a
distinct vacuum In the cylinder
on each intake stroke of the piston and this vacuum pulls the oil
up past the piston Into the combustion chamber, where it burns.
It Is for this reason that a car
which has been left standing for
some time with the engine running will often start off with a
cloud of smoke which may last
for a block or so.
That

TIRE AND TUBES

David Wolman wanted some
place to spend the winter where
board and lodging would be
free. In Chicago lie posed ns a
deserter from the navy and was
sentenced to two years in the
federal
When
penitentiary.
spring came he revealed his true
Identity, expecting to be released. But the government
wants pay for his board and
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YOU AUTO KNOW

Get Out

(Copyright.

PREVENT
Partition-

LOSS

IN

SHIPPING

-

In Stock Car Seoaratina
From Small
Ones Is Good Idea.

targe Animals

19JJ, bjr the Whaalar
Syndicate, Inc.)

KEEP OVERFLOW PIPE CLEAN
If Not Clear Water Will Leak Through
Filter Cap and Not Through
the Vent Pipe.

(Prepared by the United Statea Department
A little time and labor, possibly a
little money, expended in building a
strong partition to separate the big
animals from the small ones in a
mixed carload of live stock frequently saves the shipper from a serious
loss on the consignment, say specialists of the bureau of markets. United
States Department of Agriculture.
The smaller animals, such as hogs,
lambs, goats and sheep are always
In danger of injury from the larger
animals, and this Is especially true
when the car Is overcrowded.
Crippled animals mean a loss to the
shipper, for they bring prices considerably below the regular niurket price
for sound stock. Dead animals bring
still less In the case of hogs only
about 50 to 75 cents per hundred
pounds for grease. There is always
rriA riamran
tt r.t hn nn...lt . I,
becoming
bruised, through being
Jostled and kicked by the lurger ones.
Bruises make a carcass less valuable,

as the meat Inspectors In the
cut out all bruised spots.
Meat thus mutilated IS sold as chenp-e- r
In filling the radiator of the car al
gradts, the depreciation depending
low enough water to pass in to bring upon how much cutting was necesthe level over to the end of the vent sary. The buyers In the stock yards
pipe. If this pipe Is clear, as it al- know tills, of course, and, conseways should be, the fact will be Indi- quently, pay less for animals that
cated by the overflowing of the water
through it. If it Is not clear, the water will overflow through the filter cap
and not through the vent pipe, which
should be attended to at once.
RAIN

WATER

BEST

TO

slaugn-terhous-

USE

It Is Free From Mineral Substances
Which Are Deposited on Metal
Walla of Radiator.

Not nil car owners know that pure
rain water is the best that can be used
In the cooling system. This is because
It is free from mineral substances
which are present In ordinary water
and which are deposited on the metal
walls of the radiator, piping, Jackets,
etc., to their detriment.
When rain
water Is available always use it.

Goat

Cleaning

show bruises

It

Is very Important

been changed

after a tire has

that the rim shall be

properly adjusted.
Automobile operators should familiarize themselves with the new traffic
ordinances and make every effort to
obey them to the letter.
a

or

Out Weed

Patch.

seem likely to have

suffered In this way.
Buyers are afraid of bruised stock,
and for this reason are suspicious of
small animals arriving at the stock
yards in a mixed carload where the
larger animals are not partitioned off.
Such Injuries are difficult to detect
in the live animal, but when small
stock, such as calves and lambs, arrive in a badly soiled condition buyers usually suspect they have been
trampled and bruised by larger animals, and as a rule the buyers play
safe by paying less money for such

Before Inserting a spark plug,
graphite In powdered form to the
threads. The plugs can thus be removed easily, no matter how long
stock.
they have been In the cylinders.

The knock produced by a loose pis- MORE BROOD SOWS ON FARMS
ton pin Is considerably lighter than a
crank shaft knock and Is most notice- Increase of 1,237,000 Over Year Ago
Is Seen, Due Largely to Big
able when the engine is running idle
Stock of Corn.
with the throttle nearly closed.
There were 12,424,000 breeding sows
brake has been Invented to oper-at- o
on all four wheels of an automo- on furms April 1, the United Stntes
bile. The application of the brakes, Department of Agriculture estimates.
It Is claimed, will stop the car In half This Is 1,237,000 animals more than
on the same date In 1021 and reprethe usual distance and prevent
sents nn increase of 11.1 per cent.
The large corn crop last year and
the unusually large furm stocks of
corn are given as the explanation of
the large Increase In breeding sows
this spring. Corn was worth more as
pork than as corn, and hogs were
needed to eat the corn.
The number of hogs Is quickly reto the general economic
sponsive
situation, the department points out.
In April 1918, the number of breeding
sows was 0.5 per cent more tiinn on
the same dute In 1917, due to high hog
prices as a result of war conditions.
The figures on April, 1920, show a decline of 10 per cent for the year ended
on that date. The reason for this was
that the price of corn was relatively
too high to encourage the feeding of
hogs.
A

NOVEL DEVICE RELIEVES AUTOIST
FROM BOTHERING WITH AIR HOSE

--

n

20-3-

500-fo-

FINE FORAGE CROPS FOR PIGS
Rape la Rich in Protein, While Alfalfa
Will Carry More Animals

Per Acre.

Bale-one- s

p1'

i

;,LI:J

Rape Is rich In protein, and Is almost equal to alfalfa as a forage
crop for pigs. The chief advantage
to alfalfa lies In the fact that It wilt
generally carry more pigs per acre,
and does not need to be reseeded each
year.
Make Land Pay More.
Purebred live stock on every farm
would go far toward making
d
land pay 6 per cent net on Its
high-price-

value.

Have Purebred Females Too.
Of course the purebred sire Is the
first step, but there's no good argument against purebred females In livestock Improvement.

Take Care o' Animals.
Take good care of the (inlmuls now
and they will take care of you later.
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ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

PITCHING DUELS BETWEEN FAMOUS
UNION LEADERS
TWIRLERS AT HEIGHT OF CAREERS

STALES IS

ORDER BALLOT
ORGANIZATIONS

DECIDE

TO

WALKOUT
JUNE 30

J Of '

"

ON

RAIL STRIKE

-

the Last Word
Summer Attire for Formal
Affairs, Writer Says.

Colorful

Charlie Robertson

Who Recently Pitched a Perfect Game

Against Detroit

t,
The third
game In modern baseball hispitching recruits, Charlla
tory whs a pitching duel between two
ItohertHon and Herman I'illette, decided by a 2 to 0 score.
The previous two games of this kind were likewise pitching duels, but
both cnnies wore bnttlss letween star pitchers nt the height of their careers.
W hen Addle Joss
performed Ills feat on October 2, 1908, he defeated Ed
Walsh, one of the greatest the league has produced. Joss won by a 1 to 0
score and in eight Innings Walsh struck out 15 Cleveland batsmen, a record.
"Cy" Young defeated the great "Ituhe" Waddell by a 3 to 0 score.
All three pitchers, Young, Joss and Itobertson, the rookie, pitched with
the right arm.
no-ru-

Diamond

DETROIT TEAM USING
VERY PECULIAR PLAY

Squibs

Jersey City Is supporting Its ball
club better than it has done for years.

The Detroit club Is using a
piny this year that looks good
when It is successfully pulled,
yet a great many experts question its logic.
It Is the
play with
a runner on second and one out.
The Tigers have tried It a number of times already, but haven't
met with much success.
With a runner on second, that
runner makes a break for third
with the pitch. Of course, that
pulls the third baseman over to
cover, and It is up to the batter
to hit through the territory vacated.
Opposing catchers will simply
resort to the pitch out to break
up this piny if the Tigers continue to use it.
Tlio fact Hint a runner enn
score from second on a single or
an error. Is what causes most of
the baseball experts to question
the soundness of the play.

GREAT VALUE

Just possibly why women never
took to baseball: "lilt It a mile, old
girl I"
Champion timber ou a ball team Is
all right, but you've got to hit something with it.
A string of home runs seems
to
ninke quite a difference ia the news
value of a hull player.

Joe Wood's bitting for the Indians
makes it appear that Joe still retains
considerable "smoke."
The prophet (hat snld the Giants
were dangerous may well congratulate himself on his insight.
Frank Woodward is still the bear
pitcher In the Eastern league, eveu If
he can't make the major grade.
From the Senators' wobbly showing-Ithe opening games It looks as If
Nick Altrock was slowing up.

TO GRIDSTERS

Glenn Warner, Coach of University of
Pittsburgh, Praise Different Sports.
Basketball, track and tennis are of
great value in training football pluy-eraccording to Glenn Warner, head
coach nt the University of Pittsburgh.
"Basketball corrects an awkward
man. Track Is good for a quick shift.

s,

The New York Yankees have sent
Outfielder Hinky Hnlnes nnd Pitcher
Hob Tecnrr to the Jersey City club.
If Williams should eclipse Babe
Ruth's honierun stunt this year, It
wouldn't take any skin off our ankle.
Owner Frazee of the Red Sox has
signed up several stars and a numner
of high-clas- s
players for his snows.

(Grenler), several
Paddy Green
years ago a prospective world beater,
has been cast aside by the Springfield
club.
Jimmy Johnston, shortstop of the
Ohicaknsha champions In the Western
Association In 1921, Is permanently
out of the game.
iH

Jimmy Hamilton has added another
veteran to his Charleston Sally
League tenm In the person of Bill
Leard, who will play second base.

STAND AT TIMES

TRICOTINE

WITH SASH

Gowns

Have That Tired Ache
Everett, Washington. "For several
years I have had trouble with the lowest
oi my uacs. aim
parihips
and my legs
my
would ache with that

In

mm

New3

Senrtw.)

Cincinnati. Railroad wages under
the new railroad labor board orders
for seven of the larger groups of the
country's rail workers soon will he at
a level which does not measure up to
the American standard of living and
which will make vigorous protest necessary, according to H. M. Jewell, head
of the railway employes department
of the American Federation of Labor,
In explaining the quick strike vote action of the conferences of railway
union heads here.
Heads of eleven railroad unions arrived ut an understanding whereby
each organization will take a strike
vote Immediately on issuance of wage
reduction orders from the labor board
for its membership.
The votes will be returnable in thirty days and the strike vote for the six
slinpcrnfts, sent out by President Jewell's orders, will be in bis office in Chicago by June 30.
The strike votes decided on will af
fect about 1,200,000 of the country's
railway employes all except the train
service men whose wages are not In
dispute before the board. Although
wage cuts have not been announced
for any classes but the shopcrafts und
maintenance of way, pending decisions
are expected to add five other classes
pf labor to the general slash.
Union
executives of these organizations to
day decided to print their ballots and
have them ready to send out to the
memberships Immediately If the board,
lis anticipated, orders further reduc
tions In their pay.
Chicago Over the strong protest of
the three labor representatives on the
United States railroad labor board, a
new wage cut of 7 cents an hour for
railway simp mechanics and !) cents
for freight car' men, cutting MXl.OOO
shopmen approximately !?(iO.(H)0,000 a
year has been ordered by the board.
Supervisory forces of the railway
shops were not decreased. After due
consideration, the decision said, it was
felt that the duties and responsibilities
of such forces warranted maintenance
of the present rates.
The new wage reduction brought an
estimated added saving of $"i0,669,347
annually to the railroads, following on
the heels of a $.TO,000,000 cut in the
wages of the maintenance of way laborers last week. The shopcrafts, decision becomes effective July 1, the
same date as last week's order.
The minority report of the labor
members pointedly stated that the majority decision was made "with no consideration of human needs," and
charges that It fails to carry out the
function of the board to set a "just
and reasonable" wage.
The decision, the majority report
tended "to substantiate the position of
the railroads thnt wages need not be
established with reference to the
needs of the family," contending that
a minmlmn wnge for the shop crafts
should be B0 cents an hour, which
would mean a rate of 87 cents for
skilled mechanics.
Tokio Cabinet Is Forced Out.
Tokio. The regent lias asked Premier TnkahashI, who, with ids cabinet,
resigned recently, to remain In office
until a successor is chosen. Some time
is expected to elapse before a new
ministry is formed, nnd meanwhile
the old cabinet probably will be held
together. The cabinet's decision to resign was readied after Minister of Education Nakahashi and Minister of
Communications Motoda had refused
to give up their portfolios, despite the
agreement which the cabinet apparently had reached with the Selyukul,

There ore all sorts of manner In
which the evening dress can te deAs it Is true of
signed this season.
the top coat so It is of the evening
dress every personality can fin Its
expression without so much r.s trying,
declares a fashion writer In the New
l'ork Times. There are the plain,
draped crepes that suit certain figures
and there are the bouffant taffetas
which are designed to grace those
figures which are more girlish and a
trifle more slim and straight. There
are the organdies, too, which make
the nicest sort of evening clothes
when they are properly gotten together, and, In fact, It Is a season for
the person who loves to look graceful
and filmy and charming In the clothes
which she selects to wear for parties
end dances and evening affairs In gen'.

J.

I

ache.

could

hardly stand on my
feet at times. I was
always able to do my
work although I did
not feel good. I saw
Lydia E. Pinkham's

Vegetable

Com-

te

pound is a medicine for women. It is
especially adapted to relieve the cause
of the trouble and then these annoying
pains, aches and "no good " feelings

eral.

There Is one point that Is particu
larly noticeable about the evening
clothes of the summer rtliat Is that
they are colorful. They may be anything else In the world but, first of all.
they are brilliant in color. And It Is
surprising to see women and girls
who, heretofore, supposed and stated
emphatically thnt they could wear
nothing but sombre colors and furthermore thnt they considered these the
only good taste, wearing colors so;
bright thnt they would have shocked
them In former years.
Taffetas are the materials which,
above all others, seem to be In the
heifitit of fashion. And some of these
silks are so soft in texture that they

tired

pound advertised and
navingheard several
praise it I decided to
first-raat the present
try it I feel
time. It has done wonders for me and
I keep it in the house right along. I
always recommend it to others who are
sick and ailing." Mrs. J. M. Sibbert,
4032 High St., Everett, Washington.
To do any kind of work, or to play for
that matter, is next to impossible if yoa)-- - 4
are suffering from some form of female
trouble. It may cause your back or your
legs to ache, it may make you nervous
and irritable. You may be able to keep
up and around, but you do not feel good.
Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Com-

disappear.

It has done this
men; why not give

are graceful. They have that filmy
quality that is expressly summery in
Its expression and becoming to the
average woman to (. very great extent.
The draped dresses are the things
for the elder women, certainly, although they, In certain elements, suit
the younger woman most admirably.
They are still the best things upon
the n.nrket in the way of evening
clothes, for they suit the dinner as
well as the dance and, In fact, there
Is no evening occasion at which they
cannot shine.
SCliTACHE BRAID ON DRESSES
Interesting Revival Noticed In Use of
Favorite With
Decoration;
French Designers.

for many, many woit a fair trial now.

No Soap Better

This outfit is of navy tricotine
trimmed in block fashion with gray
braid around the bodice, sleeves and
entire skirt. The sash is of gray mate
rial to match the trimming.

--

For Your Skin

Than Cuticura
Sup 25c, Ointment 25 and 50c, Talcum 25c

Advent of the Match.
The Hurry of interest in the probability of being able to light the summer cottage ten years hence with cold
light lias excited less curiosity than
the first "tire sticks" or mutches, exhibited in England, a little over a century ago. The Morning Post of London, December 27, 1SOS, announces:
"The success of the instantaneous
light and fire machines daily increases,
and the manufactory in Fifth street,
Soho, has become now the daily resort
of persons of the first fashion and consequence in town, who express them
selves ns highly gratified with the util
ity and ingenuity of these phi.usophl- cal curiosities."

Of Course She Knew.
I certainly enioved "Tin- - ibree
Musketeers' film. Let's see, what were
their names? I can remembt. onty
Athos.
She :yhy. aren't the others Putmos

lie

There has been a most Interesting
revival of the use of soatnche braid.
On any number of the newer frocks
th's form of trimming can be seen.
and Atropos?
There Is row after row of brnld
He Yes. that's right. I thought
sewed upon the ends of chiffon sleeves,
know. P.oston Transcript.
so that, while they give an entirely you'd
the
have
at
effect,
they
transparent
Oldest Biblical Versions.
same time thnt necessary heaviness
The four oldest versions of tUygJi'hle
sleeve
to
of
this
a
Khlch goes
give
are the Aquila, Synmnnchus, Tneodo-slnn- ,
iirt its particular portion of style.
in Greek, and the Peshitta in
had
chiffon
A gray dress of serge
Syriac.
sleeves of the same color, ond then
the soutauhe braiding was done In
bfack on the ends of the sleeves. Braiding in dark green was added to a
"Vaseline" Carbolated
lighter green froc':, and the black
Is something
Petroleum Jelly
Skirt in Black braiding on dark blue
Directoire
Draped
that is as good this season as It
Satin and Turquoise Blue Net.
is
other
seasons
an effective, antiseptic
has been during many
first-ai- d
look almost like crepes. However, cer- In tue past.
dressing for cuts,
The French designers are using this
tain it Is that they have charm which
and insect bites.
wounds
embroidered
is particularly adaptable to certain tiny braid to make
r- e
most
infection.
Lnnvln's
nnd
of
are
for
the
designs,
Ithelps
purposes.
good
prevent
They
younger woman and the thin woman si:?cessful models of the season is
CHESEBROUGH MFG. CO.
and the woman who is wan.ing to made with a little white
(Comolldated)
make her evening dresses as simple coat, which shows its surface entireNew York
State Street
sort.
of
In
covered
with
the
trls
as possible.
braiding
fact,
ly
They are,
exmodern
of
the
real representation
Costumes.
pression of the woman who, in spirit,
Is always young.
Parasols, bats and work bags of
sumThe chiffon dresses are particularly cretonne to match the
ood for evening.
They are soft and mer costumes are smart and certainly
full and graceful and, above all, they not expensive to make.
all-ov-

short-sleeve- d

Vivid-Hue-

d

vivid-hue-

ADORNS THE SEPARATE SKIRTS

over model, either In the striking
Navajo pattern or in white with a
broad line check in color, has been a
great favorite, but with the arrival of
Whether the material Is of cotton, warm weather It seems
logical that
wool, or silk, so long as It is a loosely the Tuxedo sweater will come Into Its
The Fort Smith club of the Western
e
woven and rather heavy mesh,
r
own.
The
is rather warm,
association has Just completed Its
is one of the senson's most popu- and cfitaiuly not easy to put ou and
second ball park, across the river In
The
skirts.
for
ar trimmings
separate
Oklahoma, where it plays Its Sunday
fabric Is merely raveled to form a
games.
fringe ns deep as Is desired, then the
or "whipped" and CHINTZ OR DRAPERY STYLES
t
dge Is
Coach Glenn Warner.
John
McGrnw,
manager of the the
are
here
you
government
party.
world's champions, New York Giants,
this trim Wash Goods Counter Affords Materials
A skirt which features
Quick starting nnd shifting are most denies the rumor that he Intends to
That May Be Combined With
valunble In a player. Speed is not take over the Toledo club of the Harding Asks Refund Appropriation, ming most effectively, has three tunics
finished
and
Expensive Fabrics.
flounces
raveled
o necessary, as a player seldom runs American association.
plain
President Harding jr Its
Washington.
edge. It was shown in a coarse
it
Wore than ten yards," he says.
has asked Congress for a deficiency
Patterns and colors of the nature
silk fabric, the slit
Samuel Breadon, president of the appropriation of $28,122,fi)0 for re- mesh, white
little self of chintz are steadily gaining In favor
EXCITING GAME AT VICTORIA St. Louis National baseball club, has funding taxes Illegally collected dry- pockets being finished with
with everywhere and will finish the seaobtained controlling interests in the ing the finance year ending June 30, fabric straps cnughc In the center
son as a summer novelty. Manufac1 metal filigree buckle.
one
of
club
the
stock
by purchasing
1921. An estimate to the budget buTexan Satisfied They Got Their
are giving
is worn an Interest- - turers of
skirt
With
this
the
of
board
directors.
of
Money' Worth In Giving Omaha
reau, transmitted to Speaker Gillett
on Tuxedo lines, them representation in summer offerknitted
sweater,
lag
Ball Team a Bonus.
by the President, showed that the combut without the usual revers nnd col- ings for garden and for outing wear
Bone hunters are hot on the trail missioner of Internal revenue
figured lar. The sweater was In brown wool, with fair success, says Dry Goods
The business men of Victoria, Tex., of college stars this summer and the that claims for refunding that sum
But In a larger way,
Economist.
with knltted-lpolka dots of tan finishagreed to give the Omaha club $3,000 crop of highbrow athletes promises would be approved during the next fiing In front. The sleeves had ribbed young women, especially those who
to be heavy when the reaping season nance
to train. Its tenm there, and the nayear.
aim to be distinctive In dress, buy
cuffs.
tives tldnk they got their money's starts along In September.
Vivid colors are playing an Import chintz or drapery styles at the wash
worth out of the first exhibition game
Great Britain Plans to Pay U. S.
ant part In the new separate skirts, goods counter and combine them with
The observer watching the work of
played. It was between the San AnLondon.
Great Britain is planning many are entirely In one bright shade, such expensive fabrics as silks, velIn
box
the
the
the
Giants
statistics
of
Omaha
and
Texas
the
tonio
lenguers
to pay the United States $2.10,000,000
such as Jade or grass green, poppy vets and metal fancies, which gives
team and went 14 innings, the Texana score, would say that Johnny Rowlof last year's world's series, annually for interest upon the money or spark red, orange or dandelion yel- their dressmakers ample scope for the
hero
3. According to all acings,
4
to
winning,
borrowed from the United States dur- low, while equally as many are In a building up of dresses above the comcounts no world's series gome ever is a rather healthy substitute for
ing the war, It t as learned here from bright checked or striped silk. Plain monplace.
Frlsch.
Frank
staged could beat it for thrillers.
'a
source. Beginning in skirts nre taking precedence over the
Boudoir Cap.
October the, interest will be puld in pleated ones this season, and there
Don't forget ancient George
Reinstated and Let Go.
A pretty boudoir .cap recently seen
seems to be a vigorous leaning to nil
in such success as the Detroit two installments, $130,000,000 in OctoRussell Pence, a pitcher on the try-onnd $125,000,000 In the Inst part white us well hs to the bright shades. wns plain white net lined with pink
list or the Chicago White Sox Tigers are having. For Instance, In the ber,
or the first of April. The More linen skirts will be worn, accord satin, trimmed around the edge with
a year or two ago, but who quit the game of April 23 he handled 14 chances of March
two inflelders in payments will continue until a permamiss.
rea
without
ing to indications, than for several two lace frills and finished with inch
and
been
reinstated
Only
has
game,
bows of pink satin ribbon In two or
of the debt years.
leased to the Decatur club of the the majors last year exceeded that nent plan for the funding
of sweaters, the slip three places.
In the Hne-u. - Is agreed upon.
record.
Thre-- I Ippci.
Manager Earl Mack, of the Mollne
Three Eye club, son of Connie Mack,
has sold third baseman McCue to the
Philadelphia Americans.

Hips, Back and Legs Would

LOOMS

CUT.
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NAVY

GOULD HARDLY

CLOTHES

BY

1,200,000 WORKERS AFFECTED BY
LABOR BOARD'S WAGE

1

ESI

Draped Crepes, Taffetas, Chiffons, Organdies, Available.

'

(Western Newspaper Union

NEW MEXICO

One of Season's Most
Popular Trimmings; Fabric Is
Merely Raveled.
e

TOO
LATE

slip-ove-

over-cas-

I

Death only a matter of short time.
Don't wait until pains and aches
become incurable diseases. Avoid
painful consequences by taking

GOLD MEDAL

ready-to-we-

n

semi-offici-

Cut-sha-

p

Th world's standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles the
National Remedy of Holland sines 1696.
Three sizes, all druggists.
Look tor the nam Gold Medal oa every box
ail accept no imitation

Gray Hair

efaade by

usfair

or direct from i.
m

water

D
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out of fashion;

uaacea-r-

(or yon can hurt
fthonnAnt hm.tr

Hair Colov Restorer. Safe
an gwu uruKtisw,
cvutw,
Casafab,

Mk. Tssa.
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BURNS CUTS ITCH SOHES
75c at ttotefi 85c by mail. AddreM

New York Drug Concern, New York
B. Colemau,
Patent Lawyer, Washinff1m
PATENTS Vttion
D.G. Adrleeand book free

Batei reasonable. Highest references. Bostcerrloe.
W. N. U.. DENVER.

NO.

22.

THE RESERVE ADVOCATE, RESERVE.
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Something to Think About
By F.

A. WALKER

f SCIENCE ON FARM

I TyTIDDIES SIX

TF YOU ore sincere In your itesire to
know bow to achieve, how
make
yourself worthy of the highest confidence and thug become competent
to bold a pluce above the ordinary.
you will lose no time In acquiring the

t

necessiiry knowledge.
You will not waste a single hour in
Idleness or unproductive effort, the
basic cause of disappointments and

failure.

You will go to your task seriously
with unyielding determination to win.
In your pursuit, which In a little
while will have become an exhilarating pleasure, you will diaoo'tr that
all the men and women who nre hold-J- j
the prominent places .:id In the
beginning of their careers just what
you are doing.
They squandered no time in the
. at sing
foolish chase of rainbows,
Instead the companionship of wise

counsellors and the perusal In their
spare time of Instructive books, seeking truths and principles upon which
they could build a substantial foundation for the erection of L.elr
life-wor- k.

They tossed the chaff to the winds

rose. lute heurts the spirit and faith,
without which no man or woman can
hope to win a glorious name. '

Uncommon Sense

i

L

Will M.

Maupin

f

June, whea the roses
blow;
Llltln' a song when the s' ji hang i low j
Whistlln' away
Through th' livelong day
Slngin' an' whistlln' a merry tune
To the rosiest month of thein all
that's June.

SINGIN

o'

Watchln' tilt clouclt as they hasten by,
Catchin' the gleam of the bright blue
sky;
Lazyln' 'round
On th'
ground
Hearin' th' wind through the woodland
d

croon

Her songs to the rarest of months
that's June.
Off through
sweet,

th'

meadows

cool an'

Where th' violets bloom In their dim
retreat ;
Dreamln' dreams
By the purlin' streams,
As they hasten by with their rythmic
rune

mat's

To the rosiest, fairest month
June.

Home at eve when tbe moon hangs
low
And the sky gleams bright with a silver glow;
Just lazyln' there
In the old arm chair
A watchln' th' man who lives In the
moon
And laughs at th' fairest of months

that's June.
'

(Copyright)

(Copyright.)

By JOHN BLAKE

SCHOOL PAqs

A l

CANNOT HOARD TIME

&

IN

A certain time you can make a
certain amount of money. You can
put the uionej away for years later,
but you can't put the time awuy.
Money, called by the economists
frozen labor, might also be called
frozen time.
But time is more than money. It enn
be turned into many things that can be
stored away education, cultivated
taste, pleasant and profitable memories.
But time itself you cannot
board. You must use it us It pusses,
or It Is gone forever.
Time spent In recreation Is not
wasted, unless you spend more Hum a
due allowance for recreation.
But time spent In uhsolute Idleness,
or In activities that are worse limn
idle, is sheer criminal waste.
If you could go buck over your life
and gather back the hours that have
never been Improved, you would still
have enough time to do great things.
But those hours ere gone.
You can only, as Shakespeare says,
"regret your dear time's wusle" anil
less of it in the future.
Many men whose time hail never
been turned to account until they were
past forty have still had enough left to
aceompllfli great things in the world.
But these are the most sincere
mourners for the years that might
have been utilized.
If you will begin today to bear In
ft
mind that time cannot be hoarded, und
if every hour of It Is converted Into something that can he hoarded, you recreation. See that none of them slip
may lay the foundation for a furtune. by. They are as water through a mill,
You will certainly, lay the foundation which if sent over the wheel creates
for hnpplness by and by.
aluable energy, but which spilled over
Count your hours, und allot each one the dam is gone forever.
to some task or to some profitable
(Copyright.)
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"A fig tree looking on a fig tree

becom-et-

h

fruitful." says the Arubian proverb.
And go it is with children; their first Instructor is example.
EVERYDAY

GOOD THINGS

the tlmo to go forth and
the early watercress, the
wholesome
dandelion, the dock and
poke, the new shoots of milkweed and
marsh marigold or cowslips, all giving
the needed zest to the food of spring.

NOW

Is

Fresh Dandelion Salad.
Those who appreciate the value of
the tender bleached heart of dandelion
like it
vj a bit of suit without any
dressing. I For a salad the bleached
leases jnrl best, but the tender green
shoots, cut and mixed with a small
green onion and served with French
dressing Is a salad not to be despised.
Cut the dandelion close to the root,
with all the tender green buds. Wash
carefully and slice the root from the
base, buds and tender leaves for an
Inch above the root. These use for a
fresh salad; the rest of the leaves may
be cooked for greens. Another addition to this sulad Is a thinly sliced tomato, which adds a bit of acid and
(softens the bitter of the dandelion.
Using mayonnuise on the fresh green
dandelUm Is another appetizing method
of serving it.

Must
of Today
Agriculturist
Know Business Thoroughly.

tire

Salad.
6ook the greens until tender, which
will take two hours or more unless the
greens are very young, then serve with
the following salad dressing: Huh ,a
small bowl with a cut clove of gar it,
f
of a teaspoonful of salt, a
add
few dashes of paprika, two tablespoon-fd- s
of ranga juice and four to live
one-hal-

Dandelion

I

Tze Friendly

fl "Path
EVERYONE
E

ewe whtA
future, rinds
50

in love.

with lire tocfev
r.ra

Agriculture In Canada has the staof a profession which both Its high
standard of operation and the prime
place it occupies In national life Justify. The days when land wits casually
Hied on and funned without uny intelligent understanding of agricultural
processes are going with the dwindling
availability of the hind, and rapidly
passing Is the epoch of the destruction of soil values, and the abiindnn-men- t
of farms which have been rendered unproductive. Clearer and clearer has become the realization that
farming Is a specialized profession requiring special training, and In the
place of this spoliation there is an
intelligent system of crop rotation,
preservation of the virtue of the land,
a discovery of the nobility of the
farmer's calling und a determination
to secure and achieve the best possible In everything.
The Education of the Farmer.
Agricultural colleges, experimental
farms, government literature, railway
propaganda, all in an appreciation of
the national benefits which accrue,
contribute to the education of the
farmer who, If he sturts out In ignorance, speedily discovers the futility
and protitlessness of continuing In
this state. It Is only of comparatively
recent years that farming In Canada
has become the comprehensive and exhaustive study It is and its tenets
been so widely absorbed, and older
farmers who have followed haphazard
methods or systems scientifically unsound are gradually forced from necessity into nn intelligent study and application of their profession.
This brings us to the clly man who
Is anxious to leuve his old life for the
greater freedom of the country and
take a farm for himself, and, the foregoing holding good, he need not follow
fur behind the older fanner If he take
up the study of his work seriously,
bring energy and intelligence to hear
upon a following out of the systems
of experienced and successful agriculturists, and utilize the results of the
expert investigation and research the
Dominion places at his disposal.
The
whole country Is working for him and

tus

rurrrnd

down

my

M
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AS WELL AS EVER

live-stoc-

Esteemed Lincoln Resident Declare
Tanlac Has Made a Clean Sweep
of Her Rheumatism and
and Other Troubles.
"I couldn't believe all they said

nbout Tanlac until I tried it myself,
and now I never doubt what I read
about It," snld Mrs. Anna B. Crawford,
2500 N. 23rd St., Lincoln, Neb., wife of
n
a
retired business man.
n
condi"I got Into a badly
tion," she continued, "and suffered
greatly from Indigestion. I hnd headache for days at a time, slept poorly
and woke up mornings so weak and
dizzy I could hardly get up. Then

rheumatism set in and made walking
difficult and I could scarcely use my
arms for the pain.
"But Tanlac has made a clean sweep
of my troubles, brought back my appetite and enabled me to guln much
It Is a pleasure to make a
weight.
statement In praise of this great medicine."

Tanlac

SHE CALLED

AND

IT

Is sold

by all good druggists.

"TEA"

Going With the Crowd.
"What Is your personal opinion with
reference to the great question we
have been discussing?"
"My friend." replied Senator Sor"when I finr'. myself in an IrreLord I.ea of Fnreham snld at a New ghum,
sistible wave of sentiment I vote acYork rei option:
I once saw n steer caught
"Iet us hope that prohibition won't cordingly.
In a cattle stampede. He might have
drive you to tea and make you such
had his own ideas about which way
as the Australians are.
to
but there wouldn't
he
"The last time I was In Australia haveought thetravel,
been
slightest use of ..Is tryI stopped lit a cabin and nn old woman
ing to stop and express them."
gave me a cup of ten as black as Ink.
" 'How long,' I asked, 'have you hud
LADIES CAN WEAR SHOES
this pot of tea on the fire, mu'am?'
" 'How long have I had It on the One slse smaller and walk In comfort by
ALLKN'S PoOTKASE,
the analepusing
fire?' chuckled the old woman. 'Why, tic powder
Shaken Into th
for the feet.
Allen's
In the
bless your soul, I don't never take It shoes and sprinkled
FootKnse makes ttKht or new shoes feel
off the fire. I put In a handful of tea easy;
Hives instant relief to corns, bunions
and callouses, prevents misters, Callous and
and then, when it gets weak, I put in Sore
Spots. Advertisement.
another handful, and when the pot
full
of
I
a
leaves
double
take
gets
Musical Note.
handful out for my old mun to
A very deaf old lady, walking along
smoke.' " Detroit Free I'ress.
the street, saw an Italian turning a
jieaniit roaster. ' She stood looking at
Two of a Kind.
it awhile, shook her head and said:
Errors generally come In pairs. The "No, I shan't give you any money for
New York Tribune having committed
such music as that. I can't hear any of
"Ralph Waldorf Emerson," It remained the tunes, and besides it smells as if
for the Times to say that Mary Has- there were something burning Inside!"
leaves New York this
The Congii'gn I iona 1st.
tings
month to "hunt guerrillas In the AfModest.
rican wilds."
Franclne That scar on your head
A good habit needs constant cure; a must be very annoying.
Fertile Oil, it's next to nothing.
bad one grows like a weed.

Fond of the Beverage Will
Shudder at Thought of Awful
Australian Decoction.

Thoee

foot-bat-

Infant ailments you know. All
:
troubles
understand
all Physicians treat them. It is his
Infant
Physicians
profession, his duty, to know human ills from the Stork to the Great Beyond.
But in serious cases he calls in the Specialist. Why? He knows as every
Mother knows, or ought to know, that Baby is just a baby, needing special treatment, special remedies.
Can a Mother be less thoughtful? Can a Mother try to relieve Baby with
a remedy that she would use for herself? Ask yourself; and answer honestly!
Always remember that Baby is just a baby. And remembering this you
will remember that Fletcher's Castoria is made especially for Infants and

Children Cry Fop
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The False and the True.
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Advertising by the use of large space, the expenditure of huge sums
of money have placed on the market, have put in
your home, perhaps,
many articles that today have been discarded, as you will readily admit,
Do you recall anything that has more
modestly appealed to the
public than has Fletcher's Castoria: modest in all its claims, pleading
at all times and truthfully for our babies?
The big splurg, the misleading claims may win for a
time, but
g
the honest
advertiser is like the old story of the tortoiso
that beat the hare.
Mothers everywhere, and their daughters, now
mothers, speak
frankly, glowingly, enthusiastically in praise of Fletcher's Castoria.
Speak of it lovingly as a friend that has brought comfort, cheer and
smiles to their little-onTo them: to these true mothers no argument can induce them
to set aside their bottle of Castoria, their old friend, that
they might
try even another and unknown remedy for babies. Then, would YOU
think of going to YOUR OWN medicine chest to find relief for Baby'a
troubles? Can you not separate the false from the true?
truth-tellin-

i i,oinf ill Remedy for
ConstipationandDiarrhoe
and revensnnra'
nv Sleep

t,

lesdtingmerefro?

MOTHERS SHOULD

tsS;
CEKrAOTOOHPAMti

NEW

W"":

READ

GENUINE

THE BOOKLET THAT IS AROUND

EVERY

BOTTlE

Or FLETCHER'8 CASTORIA

CASTORIA

ALWAYS

Bears the Signature of

mm

material value and pleasure without paying for Its worth. If parents
allow boys and girls, when their
characters are In the making, to get
this false Impression of the way best
to get on, sorry days are likely to be
ahead not nlone for the sons and
daughters and their children, but foi
the fathers and mothers as well.
"The luw of compensation is icexop
to Use
' Color 811k, Wool, Cotton
able."
All At Tha 8am Tim.
(Copyright;
In

are Physicians who specialize on

Children.

on a flivver."

I
rCooked

VrtV.'.V.V.V.'.VW.'iWi1

off with a double-barrele- d
gun.
O
Those who' Imagine they have ended
Glddap.
the collector when In the form of conA traveled friend has observed how science are
But
foolishly deluded.
differently the horsemen of different even though they may get some enjoylands urge on their steeds. The British ment out of life because they think
click their tongues; the Norwegians they have satisfied themselves that
muke a sound like a kiss; the Arabs their consciences
were wrong, they
roll a long "r" and the Neapolitan can
always expect another collector
coachman barks like a dog.
which takes the form of law to hound
0
them until the debt Is paid.
In this age when many fathers and
THE CHEERTUL CHER1&
mothers are worried concerning the
future of their children, there is good
reason to Impress upon the young
tVe.
I don't
people the Importance of being on the
b
square on the square with the world
I
Or vKt
as well as with themselves. Too many
sturt into their world's pathways bent
on getting as much as they can both

I'm

Canadian
Tillers of the Soil Have
Proved That Old Days of Hap-- ,
hazard Methods Have Gone.

pHAT there

must pay for what he
gets.
There is a law of recompense which
cannot be evaded or Ignored.
tahlespoonfuls of olive oil. Whip this
If one prizes his huppiness he must
dressing until It Is creamy, then serve
expect to pay. Eventually the bill coon the cooked dandelions.
Unless
llector will demand his toll,
payment Is made a rough puthwuy lies
directly ahead.
Western Newspaper Union.
Couyrlgbt
Many constantly fear the bill coO
llector who comes and demands money
Uncle Eben.
toll. But he Is the most harmless of
"De man dat thinks he knows all the collectors.
The real collector
enough to run de earth," said Uncle to be feared Is the one which takes the
It Is Impossible
Eben, "in mos' cases don't actually form of conscience.
know enough to drive a mule or put to dodge this one or to frighten him
a

census of Canadian farmers would
f
are
probably show that fully
not furmers' sons and were not
brought up to the life of the farm. Yet
none would criticize Cnniuln's farmers
on the score of poor farming methods
in general, the excellency of their
crops with International honors and the
universal demand for their
products refuting this effectually. Significant Is It, too, that practically all
the farmers who have achieved the
most signal honors at International
farming competitions have not been
lifelong farmers, but city men who,
taking to the land after reaching maturity without the remotest previous
knowledge of agricultural activities,
huve through Intelligent study und
close application of the best fanning
methods surpassed the efforts of those
agriculturists who have continued doing things on the farm In the way
their futhers used to do them.
For further particulars, pamphlets
regurdlng Canada, railway rates, etc.,
apply to W. V. Bennett, Hoom 4, Bee
Bldg., (ii.ialia, Neb. Advertisement.

Baby Specialists.
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'HIgI tier's Cook Boo

CAN NOW WALK

time.

one-hal-

JUNE TIME
and stored with utmost prudence the
golden grain.
The greatest men of todav, ' the
conspicuous leaders In the professions,
the arts and the crafts, struggled hard
In their youth to get a foothold
upon
the hills. They knew what they were
seeking and never relinquished their
high purpose or slackened the'r pace,
though they often slipped and went
to bed hungry.
Their experiences with the world
gave them nn understanding of men
and offalrg with a fullness impossible
otherwise.
Their present wealth, power and
influence are envied by the thoughtless, who sneeringly talk among themselves of "chance" and "luck," those
misnomers for work and pluck.
Being envied is" a high distinction.
And this is especially true when it
Is obvious that the real cause f envy
is based on the admitted Ignorance
and regret of men and women who
covet distinction but lnvariab'y lack
courage to take a place In the front
and bear the brunt of battle.
The youths of the present who want
to know, who are brushing t side obstacles, who are exerting every effort
to learn, will in the future be found
workers and
among the foremost
thinkers In the world's great activities,
simply because they have with their

oplife-

A

aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiii

WHO WANTS TO KNOW

the novice has almost an equal
portunity with the farmer of a

TH
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Date And all cattle in the following brands
Of Sale Postponed By Order "CrosB Z F" on left side; "Cross I L
CrossL
A;" on left side, x on left
Of The Court
To July 10, on left thigh and V on jaw:side,H on left
11, 1922.

INTHEDISTRICT COURT. CATRON
SEVENTH JUDICIAL
COUNTY,
NEW!
DISTRICT, STATE OF
MEXICO.
Mrs. Effiie M. Cooper, Assignee,)

of Joe Melugin, agent,
Plaintiff,
vs.

)
)

)No.

2

Owen R.

Pi
ly protect your

savings, but you get paid for

doing so when you have a savings
account at this bank.

Money that'sidle meansmoney
wasted. Put your saving to work
and watch the interest grow.
We watch both the prin
cipal and interest tor
you and relieve
you of all the

wps

hankinfi .vornes.

tAuiJMtfk

U

Safetv-Hones-

Courtesy-Serv- ice

ty-

RWRVE

The

STATE BANK

TSie Reserve Garage
Geneirl Repairing-'

Lathe Work

,

Weld fog

Oxy-Acetyle- ne

side and double "Diamond Tail" on
left side and jaw, and "A 'B bar
reverse J slash" not covered by
the first above description and consisting of 460 head and more with
the brands thereof;
also 25 head
more or less of horses and mares in
the following brands: "Cross H," "A,"
"
"Cross I Lajy Seven,"
and
"Cross V" together with increase. It
being the intention of the description
in this paragraph to cover such cattle"
under the second mortgage of the Walters to Melugin, assigned to plaintiff,
that are not covered by the first chattle
mortgage to The First National Bank
of Magdalena, and in addition the
horses and mares, all of which cattle,
horses arid mares are now ranging at
or near what is knuwn as the Cooper
or N H Ranch, located about ten
miles northwest of the town of Aragon
Socorro (now Catron county), New
Mexico, together with all the increase
ndoffspring of said cattle. It being
he true intent of this description to
cover all cattle in the above brands be
Ihe same more or less wheresoever the
same may be found, also said brands and
the rigtit to use tne same mares ana
brands, and carrying title, although
s rid properly may have other marks
and brands.
AND FL RTHER, I, the undersigned
special master and receiver, will, on
TUESDAY, the 11th day of July,l!22,
it 10 o'clock A. M. of said day, at the
.ontdoor of the court house, Reserve,
Oatron County, New Mexico, sell at
oublic auction to the highest and best
bidder for cash, the following describ
ed real estate, mentioned in said real
e ;tate mortgage above described, as

The

Store

Cash
Groceries,

Walters, Clyde E. )
Walters, Leon R. Walters,
)
Laura Walters and the First )
National Bank of Magdalena, )
New Mexico.
)
Defendants. )
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE SALE.
Under and by virtue of an order of
ale and decree of foreclosure of certain chattel and real estate mortgages,
Shoes, etc,
hereinafter mentioned, issued out of
the District Court of the Seventh Judi- :al District, in and for the County ol
Catron, State of New Mexico, on the
2Sth day of December, 1921, in the
above entitled action, wherein Eflie M.
MAGDALENA MERCANTILE COMPANY
Cooper,, Assignee of Joe Melugin, is
plaintiff, and Owen R. Walters. Clyde
NEW MEXICO
Leon R. Walters, Laura
. Waiters,
MAGDALENA,
Wallers and The First National Bank
of Magdalena, New Mexico, a corpora,
tion, are defendants, being cause number two (2) on the docket of said court,
Morley Refuge
NOTICE OF FORFEITURE
wherein The First National Bank ol
a
At
meeting of the State To: Mike Mandell, H. M. Dougherty
Magdalena, New Mexico, a banking
and Carrie M. Childers, their heirs,
at
held
Game
Commission,
corporation, obtained judgment' 'fot
executors and administrators, and
Satit Fe, on April. 8th, the fol$6574.94, with interest therein at tfci
to All whom it May Concern:
rate of ten per cent, from Augu.
set
area
Described
lowing
You are hereby notified that we have
31, 1921, until paid, against Mrs. Eflii
aside to be known as Morley
A. Cot.per, piainlifl', and Owen P.. Waiexpended Five Hundred Dollars ($500. 00)
game
refuge:
in labor and improvements upon the
ters, C'yde E. Walters, Leon R. Wa
All of Twp- - 1 N. Range 10 W. IRON CROWN
ters, and Laura Walters, defendants,
unpatented lode mining
and decree ol foreclosure of a certaii
situated within Catron County. claim, for the benefit of the group of
huUel mortgage, made and execute follows:
contiguous claims, which group embraSigned
All the South half (SJ) of the South
ces the Iron Crown, Iron Cross, Iron
December 4th, 1919, by Mrs. Etfie IV,.
Thomas P. Gable
Bar, Iron Ring and Iron unpatented
Oooper and Claude E. Humphrey, (. east quarter (SEJ) and the South half
'
State Game ant Fish Warden. lode
mortgagors, to said bunk as mortgage
(Sj) of the Southwest quarter (SWi)
mining claims, situate in the
NOTICE OF APPOINMENT OF AD- Cooney Mining District, Catron
ind which said mortgage was riled t'o
.f Section four (4) and South half (SJ)
county,
record in the office of the county cleil; jf the Southwest quarter (SWi) and MINISTRATE:
State of New Mexico, the location
OF
COURT
IN
THE
PROBATE
Nev.
notices of said claims being recorded in
md Recorder of Socorro county,
South half (SJ) Southeast quarter
the office of the county clerk of Socorro
Mexico, on January 2(i, 1920, and num
;SEJ) of section five (5) andSouthwest CATRON, NEW MEXICO.
W.
eredGltfl, securing a promissory noii juarter (SWJ) nf section eight (8) and In the Matter of the Estate of
county, New Mexico, in the following
books and pages of Mining Location
Northwest quarter (NWJ) of Section B. Shellhorn, deceassed.
or $5000.00, with interest, and an;
Notice.
Four
A'me
Rebords.
(4)
enewals or extensions thereof, an
(9),
Township
the
Notice is hereby given that
.vhich indebtedness Owen R. Walters,
.truth, Rftnge Seventeen (17) West, N.
Iron Cross inBook 35, page 584.
A. M. P. M. containing
six hundred undersigned was on the 1st day of May,
.lyde E. Walters, Leon R. Walter;
Iron Bar, Book 85, page 584.
the
Probate
and Laura Walters assumed and agreet
.nd forty (640) acres and referred to 1922, duly appointed by
Iron Crown, Bock 35, page 537.
s what is known as the Cooper Home Court of Catron County, New Mexico
0 pay, the pioperty securing said
of W.
Iron Rring, Book 23, page 537.
being certain cattle am Ranch in the county of Socorro (now Administratrix of the estate
D. Shellhorn daceassed, late of said
am.
Iron, Book, 71, page 102.
atron county), New Mexico
.lands hereinafter
described,
That said expenditure was made in
hich mortgage was a first and prio
That the amount of Said judgments County of Catron. All persons having
en thereon, and also, a judgment an.
vith interest to the date of sale are as claims against said estate are hereby order to hold said claims under the proi.icree of foreclosure of a certain re:
oliows: The First National Bank of notified that they are required to present visions of the laws of the United States
and file the same duly verified, within of America, and the state of New
slate mortgage made and executor'
agdalena, New Mexico, $7141.21, and
the date of said Mexico, and being at the rate of On
lie year from
M.
total
M.
Eflie
Eflie
Mrs.
$13,45)3.66,
)ecember 4, 1919, by
.irs.
Cooper
appointment, the time prescribed by
mount of judgments $y),634.87
;ooper, plaintitf, as mortgagor, t
Hundred Dollars $100.00 per year for
Law, otherwise the same will be barred
Wm. R. MOKLEY,
Allen Falconer, trustee, as mortgagee,
each claim in said group, and that the
W. D. Shelihorn.
Mrs.
and
Receiver.
Master
for and on behalf of said bank, whkl
Special
amount expended was expended is reAdministratrix.
nortgage was duly recorded in tin
by law in order to hold said
quired
Adress.
Office
Post
rriee of the county clerk and recordri
claims for the year 1S20 and that the
Mexico.
New.
Glenwood,
of Socorro county, New Mexico, on
BCNTOJf & MADDEN
time for the doing of which work
January yi, 19iU, in Book of MonLawyers
on July st, 1921.
tages, Nc.87, at page 413, and furth
OFFICES
NOTICE OF APPOINMENT OF
You and each of you are hprety notifiand
said
for
note
$5000.00
uring
MAGDALENA
ADMINISTRATOR
iUCORRO
ed that if, within ninety90days after
and the lene.wals and exter-.ioIN THE PROBATE
COURT OF this notice
Wilson Bldg.
'Itch
Bldg.
by publication, you fail or
thereof, the real estate mentions t'
CATRON COUNTY, NEW MEXICO. refuse to contribute
J'ractice In all the Court
your pro rata share
said mortgage being hereinafter
In the matters of the Estate
of of such
expenditure, your respective
and setloith,
AM
Walter
deceassed.
Hotchkiss,
interests in said claims will become the
WHEREIN UNDER SAID DECREj ,
NOTICE.
property of the subscribers under the
.oe plainliff, Mrs. Eftie M. Coope
NOTICE is hereby given that the
provisions of section 2324 revised statbtained a judgment against Owen
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
was on the 6th day of utes of the Unitsd
undersigned
the pro
.Valters, Clyde E. Walters, Leon 1,
Department of the Interior U.S. Land May 1922, duly appointed by the Pro- rata share of each States; that
of you is as follows:
Walters and Laura Walters,, am Orfice at Las Cruces, New Mexico. May bate Court of Catron
New
County,
Mike Mandel, his heirs, executors and
decree of foreclosure of a certain chai
9.1922.
Mexico, Administrator of the estate of administrators, the sum of Fifty-fiv- e
tel mortgagt, made and executed Jui,
Notice is hereby given that Eusebic Walter Hotchkiss
deceassed, late of Dollars and fiftvfuur cents T$55.54 or
A. Aragon, of Aragon, New Mexico mid
1920, by Owen R. Walters, Clyt.
County of Catron.
of the whole amount.
R.
J.
Leon
made
am
Walters
Homestead
March
26,1920
Walters,
ho.on
All persons having claims against
M.
Carrie
Childers, her heirs, eiecu-ror- s
aura Waiters, defendants in Ban
'ntry No. 019953 for WJ SWI Sec.23; estate are hereby notified thatthey are
and administrators, the sum of
bove entitled cause, as mortgagors, b
KJ See. 22; NKJ, NJ SEi Section 2:
required to present and file the same Twenty-seve- n
Dollars and seventy-seve- n
-- je Melugin,
moi tgagee, which mortownship 2 S. Range 19 W. N. M. F. duly verified.within one year from the
cents $27.77 or
i
the
in
office
was
f
duly recoided
,age
!eridnn, has filed notice of intentior. date of said appointment, the time
thereof.
lie county clerk and recorder of Soo make final three years Proof, ti
;
prescribed by law, otherwise the same
H. M. Dougherty, his heirs, jee(iuu-tor- s
abovi
land
on
to
New
the
claim
Mexico,
Angut
jrro county,
will be barred.
and administrators, the sum of
S.
U.
C.
in
book
escribed before T.
87, at page 649, sealiJ
, 1920,
Turk,
Jtmes Hotchkiss,
Eighty-thre- e
Dollars and thirty-thre- e
Commissioner, at Reserve New Mexic.
ng three certain promissory notes
Administrator.
h
cents, $83.33or
of the total
;ach for the sum of $3529.11, witl
n the 12th day of July 1922.
Post Office Address:
amount
as
witnesses:
.merest at the rate of six per cent pe,
names
Claimant
Silver City, N. M.
The foregoing expenditure of Five
annum from date until paid am.
David Archuleta Salvador Archulet;
Hundred Dollars $500.00 was made in
'rank Peralta Alberto Archuleta c
fees, the pioperty se
attorney's
sinking a shaft in the tunnel and also
indebtness
said
being
curing
ragon New Mexico, Nemecia Ascaratt
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
fiom said tunnel.
running a cross-cu- t
certain cattle, the inciease theie-of- ,
Registei
Department of the Interier, U.S. Land all on said IRON CROWN claim, and
brands, and certain horses a: c
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico said work
actually benefitted and tendmares, all being hereinafter more
May 8, 1922.
ed to develop all of the claims in said
described, which chattel mori-.agNotice is hereby given that Robert
group
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
was a second mortgage and sul
J. Howell, of Luna, New Mexico who
EMIL PETERSON.
Department of the Interior, U.S.Lano on
ct to said prior mortgage in favor ol
1917
made
Homestead
11,
September
SYLVFSTOR GAMBLIN
)ffice at Las (rices, New Mexico. June
1'he First National Bank of Magdale
No.
016688
forth WJ NEJ NEi, First
Entry
'. 1922.
pub Apr 22, last pub July 16
na, New Mexico, above mentioned, am
SWi, NWI NEi SWi, WJ SWi NEI
that
NOTICE
is
given
Emmy
hereby
.hich mo: tgage and the indebtedne.-..- '
1 35 acres,
Lot
Lot
NEi
SEi
SWi.Ej
New Mexico, who
secured theieby was legally assigned n H. Reuter.of Aragon,
13 10 acres , Si SWi Lotl3 ,2.85 acres.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
4 w.iting to Mis. Eflie M. Coopei, on August 21, 1917 made Homestead NWi Lot 14 5, 90 acres , NWi NEi
Depaatment ol the Interior, U.S. Land
NEJ
NW'i;
SEi
No.0l6827,for!i
1
Entry
Lot 14 2. 50 acres , Section 6 Townplaintiff, by Joe Melugin and E.va
Office at Las Cruces, New - Mexico
SEI NWi; NJ N4 NEJ SWi; SWi
Melugm, hio wife, on July 29, 1920, am Si
ship 6 S., Range 20 W., N. M. P.
May 6, 1922.
SE
NE
NWi
SWri;
NW1 Nli SWJ;
inch assignment was duly recordn
is hereby given
Meridian, containing 46. 25 acree, has
Notice
jLonnie
.a the office of the county ilerk am N'A'l NWi SWl;NWi SEi NWi SWi; filed notice of intention to make final B. Scott of
GreensGap, New"'Mexico
WJ
Wi
SWi
SWi
NWi
SWi;
:Ei
recorder of Socorro county New Mexiu
three year Proof, to establish claim to who on July 14, 1920 made Homestead
Wi; NJ NE1 SEi NW; SEi NEJ the laud above described before T. C.
NOW THEREFORE, I, the underEntry No 017788 for NJ Secrion 13; SJ
SJ NE1 NEi Nwi Section 17 and
Iwi;
Master
and Receivel,
signed Special
Turk, U. S. Commissioner, at Reserve, Section 12 Township 2 S. Range U W.
Section
18,
SEi
NEi
SEi
Township
:j
New Mexico, on the 1st day of July,1922. N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
.uly appointed as such under said judgS., Range 17 w., N. M. P. Meridian
ment and decree, wi'l on
Claimant names as witnesses:
intentian to make final three year Proof
of
make
intention to
MONDAY .the 10th day of Jul; ,1922, iias filed notice
A. O. Reynolds F. M. Swapp, Edgar to establish claim to the land above
to establish
three
final
Proof,
year
ii. tin o'clock A. M. of said day,
a.
E. Brunk W. S. Laney of Luna New described before Justiniano Baca U.
claim to the land above described. befon Mexico.
ihe front door of the pos (office,
Nemecia Ascarate,
S. Commissioner, at Magdalena. New
S.
Commissioner at
New Mexico, sell at public auctkn, T. C. Turk. U,
Mexico on the 26th day of June 1922.
Register
on the 25th day
nd best bidder, io Reserve. New Mexico,
to the highest
Claimant names as witnesses:
1922.
of
July,
cash, the following described person,
Sid Mathers Jack Mathors L. B.
names
as
witnesses:
Claimant
T6 WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
N. A. Biggers of Greens Gap
Moore
property and chattels,
J. w. Shimmins, of Reserve, New
All that certain herd of range cattl
I. Louis Jones, have bought New Mexico
Nemecia Ascarate
Mexico.
consisting of 400 head or more of cow
S. M.Kitt.The Glenwood
Mrs.
of
Register.
New
of
P.
M.
Aragon
Birmingham,
calves, bulls, steers and heifers brandi
Cash Store and Bhe is to pay all
Mexico.
L
on
V on jaw find Croat
left hip am
I. C. truce, of Reterve New Mexico outstanding depts.
Diamond
Tail" on left side am
F. S. Brock, of Aragon. New Mexico
Louis Jones.
"Diamond Tail" on left hip as describNamacia Ascarate,
ed in the said chattel mortgage to 1U
6 10
Register.
First National Bank of Magdalena,
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Gas, Cifs, Accessories and Supplies
Compare our prices with others.
EVERY JOB GUARANTEED
Phone No. 3

A. G. HILL. Manaff?r.
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STEAM HEATED
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Hotel Aragon
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We Use Every Effort to Please Our Patrons
The Best Meals and Dining Room Service
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